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FROM THE EDITOR …
By Robert Lofthouse
Welcome to the Summer edition of the
BRRC Magazine!
The festive season has come and gone in
the twinkle of an eye and here we are,
ready for what will be another year of
COVID uncertainty as we try to plan our
training and events program for the year,
in the hope that there will be minimal
disruptions and cancellations.

and successful one as you actively enjoy
BRRC events and whatever other races
you compete in around the country and
maybe overseas in these uncertain times.
See you at our Sunday morning events at
West End in the near future.

2021 was a hugely successful year for the
club as shown in the considerable
increase in club membership and
enterprising leadership shown by returning
BRRC President Andrei Wightman and
the committee. In addition to the quarterly
online magazine, the monthly newsletter
compiled by Andrei has ensured that all
club members are up to date with all the
latest happenings.
The Club Championship Series again
proved hugely popular as evidenced by
the number of BRRC towels awarded at
the annual Dash and Splash back in
December. Whilst on the subject of club
championships, a special mention to our
2021 club champions Isaias Beyn and Liz
Grolimund and also to all our age group
winners and age record holders. We are
privileged to have so many highly talented
runners in this club, spread across such a
variety of ages.
Finally, thanks to Betty Menzies and
Bruce Smerdon who have provided great
support to me over the years, ensuring
that the magazine content is presented in
a reader friendly format. The magazine is
a great advertisement for this club so I
encourage anyone who has a story or
race report to please send it to me so that
others can enjoy your event/holiday
running experience.
I hope you enjoy the articles and member
profiles in this edition and it gives you a
kick start to make 2022 a highly enjoyable
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Robert Lofthouse (Editor)
rob.lofthouse@optusnet.com.au

PRESIDENT’S REPORT, December 2021
By Andrei Wightman
2021 has been a great year for the club but
not without its challenges but first must I
start my report with some important
thankyous.
Firstly to the 2021 Committee, Vice
President John White, Secretary Virginia
Neil, Treasurer Bruce Smerdon, Registrar
Adrian Royce, and committee members
John Dempster, Darren Manson, Jurgen
Paetz, Geoff Neil, Pam Goddard, Tim
Appleton, Tracey Wood and especially
Yvonne Paetz (who has taken on the
photography duties this year with such skill,
expertise and grace). I also need to thank
all of the non-committee volunteers who
have made our events possible by acting
as Race Directors, Deputy Race Directors
and Marshalls. Behind the scenes there are
also some other people that I need to thank
specifically for their time, effort and
dedication looking after uniforms, liaising
with the Police, and tirelessly helping set
up and pack down for races. To Andrew
Marrington, Gina de la Cruz, Robbie
Lofthouse, Kerri Hodge and Betty Menzies,
the club is better for your efforts and we
can’t thank you enough. Our club runs and
relies on the skills and generosity of
volunteers and we thank you all. I also
need to welcome new committee members,
Jason Cox, Ant Hutchins, Elizabeth O’Neil,
Pam Pelden, and Shane Rainbow.
Before I finish the thankyous, I’d like to
acknowledge the support and partnership
that we enjoy with Intraining. We have so
many members who are members of both
organisations and the executive of both
clubs have been shared at times. Margot
and Steve are both life members of BRRC
and their sponsorship and support remains
a key strength of our club. They are among
some of the members of this club who have
been with us from the very start and we
look forward to working together in the
future.
2021 has been a great year for the club on
a number of levels. We have had a record
number of members and that is a great
endorsement of our events, races and
operation. Since last year, we’ve grown
from 660 members to nearly 900 members.
They come from all over Brisbane and
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surrounds but all come together every
second Sunday. They haven’t yet all come
to the same race, I’m sure it would present
some challenges to the RD and team on
the day, but I’m sure we’d manage.
We’ve also had a great number of new
age-group and overall records for multiple
distances. If you check the results online,
you can see their names but the number
alone was a record in itself. This points to
the quality of athlete that we have amongst
our members and this never fails to
impress and excite me. We’ve increasingly
become the place where runners practise
their race skills and test themselves against
some of Queensland’s best runners. Some
of the age-group and course records that
have fallen this year were times set a
number of years ago and represent an
impressive level of athleticism.
Our club members have also been
represented at many events outside of our
own here at West End and I’m sure you’ll
agree that there has been a great increase
in the number of distinctive green and white
singlets seen at events throughout South
East Queensland and the number of
members seen on podiums after those
races.
Congratulations to the age-group and
overall winners for all of our races in 2021
and the record breakers throughout the
year. I’m already excited about 2022!
While there are some highly competitive,
even elite runners now racing with us, I
also have a great affection and immense
respect for all of the athletes who run with
us. Most of us don’t see our names in the
top of the results or receive the plaudits of
place getters and yet, even knowing this,
still work hard throughout the year, to
improve ourselves or just maintain our
fitness. Sometimes racing ourselves and
our own PBs and just enjoying the
accomplishment of finishing is enough.
Don’t underestimate that just by competing,
you are in the top percentage of the
population and even 5km is a distance that
many non-runners find daunting. Every one

of you is an endurance athlete and I’m
grateful that you choose to share your
talents with this Club. You are all amazing
athletes. I thank you all for your
participation, your excellence, your spirit
and confidence.
As I mentioned early, 2021 hasn’t been
without its challenges as we continue to
navigate our way through the COVID-19
pandemic. This year we were fortunate to
only have missed one event racing
together, the 20km Championship. We
didn’t take the decision to cancel this event
lightly but did so in the interest of public
health. This is something we will continue
to do going forward. I’m sure that I can
speak on behalf of the committee when I
say that we will endeavour to hold every
event that we can, working with the
governing body for athletics in Queensland,
QA through their recreational running
organisation QRUN, as well as with the
Queensland Department of Health.
The effect of the changes announced by
the State Government regarding access of
vaccinated and unvaccinated people to
community sport is still unclear and we’ll
advise if there is any change to the status
quo. Consistent with the best medical
advice though, I encourage everyone to
become vaccinated. It is safe, effective and
free and will help both you mitigate the
effects of COVID-19 when you contract it
but also helps stop the spread of this highly
contagious disease. If not for yourself, do it
for the safety of your family, friends and
colleagues.
At a previous AGM I was asked for my
vision for the club. As I worked through with
the committee and published in the
newsletter I’d like to re-share it; BRRC is
more than a just a club, it is a running
community dedicated to making all of our
runners happier and healthier. We provide
a race experience through a regular race
program to provide competition and
motivation to help runners to achieve their
best, whatever their ability. We are a
friendly, welcoming and inclusive club
providing our services to the broader
running community.

mental wellbeing of our members and the
community. The Department of Health
have a wonderful campaign in the Dear
Mind campaign which identifies six building
blocks to strong mental wellbeing. I’d
encourage you to have a look at their
website and consider how many of these
we are already helping with at BRRC.
Going forward into 2022, I maintain my
vision for the club and will seek to build on
this by increasing the benefits to members
of our Club. The first step in this was to
work with the organisers of the Brisbane
Marathon Festival to access a 15%
discount for our club members. Brisbane is
our home and this is the city’s major road
running race. I look forward to having an
enormous BRRC team in this event.
2022 is also our 40th Anniversary and those
of you who have looked at the calendar
may note some different events next year.
We will be looking to hold a number of
celebrations around the 40 years including
an Ekiden style relay marathon in May and
the Half Marathon Championship becoming
the Andy Semple President’s Cup with a
perpetual trophy.
Further in 2022 I would like to extend our
profile to have competitors at the many
other running events around SEQ to
increasingly share what a wonderful
community that is the Brisbane Road
Runners Club and to invite them to
experience what a fantastic club we have
here and our events.
Finally, I thank you all for your support over
this year and am humbled by the
confidence and trust you have given to me
and the 2022 committee to lead us into our
40th year. We look forward to another
wonderful year of running, racing, and
being part of Brisbane’s best road running
club.

This vision stems from my sincere and
driving passion to improve the physical and
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MEMBER PROFILE
Name: Ayesha Razzaq
Age: 47
42km
marathon,
I
surpassed
all
expectations to raise $53,000. Running
has changed my life in so many ways by
teaching me the importance of mental
discipline, perseverance, consistency and
resilience.
Favourite Running Distance and PB: I
enjoy the half marathon distance. For me,
anything beyond that ends up becoming
more about injury management than
running. I’m not a fast runner and just
enjoy the satisfaction of finishing. My half
marathon PB was at the 2016 Melbourne
Marathon Festival where I completed the
distance in 1hr 54mins.

Occupation: Executive General Manager
How and when did you start running?:
Back in 2010, I was working for an
organisation in Canberra who were the
major sponsor for the annual Women and
Girls Fun Run. As part of the sponsorship,
I was invited to present the winning
medals at the end of the race. I somehow
also managed to get talked into by the
event organisers to sign up as a
participant. And so my journey began
from couch to 5km. I haven’t looked back
since then, slowly building up my distance
to 10km, half marathon and eventually
completing a full marathon in 2014.
Most Memorable Running Moments: I
celebrated turning 40 by running my first
marathon in New York. It changed me
profoundly. I met Robert de Castella
earlier that year and set a goal of giving
back to the Indigenous Marathon
Foundation. Giving myself a target to
raise a $1,000 for every kilometre of the

Running Goals: My goal is to complete
the World 6 Marathon Majors before I turn
50. I have so far completed New York
(2014), Tokyo (2017) and Boston (2019)
leaving Chicago, Berlin and London to go.
Covid unfortunately has slowed things
down but I’m hoping to run the Berlin
Marathon in 2022.mmmmmmmmmmmm
Favourite Runs: The international
marathons are pretty amazing and a once
in a life time experience. Tokyo has to be
my favourite out of the three I have
completed to date and the Great Ocean
Road half marathon in Australia is pretty
spectacular too.
Favourite Running Partners/Group:
Being new to Brisbane, both intraining and
Brisbane Road Runners have really
welcomed me into their communities. I
feel so grateful to have so much support
and encouragement from these wonderful
groups of runners.
Who is your running idol?: Robert de
Castella, for his many achievements on
and off the field. I’ve been fortunate to
work closely with Rob on the Indigenous
Marathon Foundation Board for the past 7
years. His commitment and contribution
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to inspiring change, fostering confidence
and bringing a sense of achievement to
young indigenous people through the
power of running is truly inspirational.
Favourite Sportsperson/s: I really
admire all female athletes, especially
those who have paved the way for future
generations through their own sacrifice
and dedication to their sport. Kathrine
Switzer, Cathy Freeman and Billie Jean
King are a couple of my standouts.
Favourite Shoe Brand: Brooks is what I
have always run in but currently
experimenting with some other brands.
Favourite Food: Ice cream

Training with Robert de Castella
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Favourite Drink: I admit it: I drink a can of
Diet Coke just about every day
Favourite Movie: So many to pick from
but the first one that comes to mind is “Life
is Beautiful” – a 1997 Italian comedydrama film.
Favourite Music: Pop music, including a
good 80’s song that I can sing-along to
while I’m running.
Star Sign: Libra
If you had one wish in life it would be?:
The ability to travel through time - whether
it is to go back to relive some of my
special memories , fix a mistake or gain
insight into the future.

BRISBANE ROAD RUNNERS RACE REPORT
August to November 2021
by Robert Lofthouse
August 22nd – 15km/10km /5km (129
starters)
With the COVID restrictions easing two
days earlier than expected, BRRC was
able to go ahead with this event albeit at
very short notice. Conditions were ideal
for running. Cool, but not windy.
15km – The three lap event saw Adrian
Royce holding a 30 second lead after 5km
which he was able to maintain through
10km and despite Dan Henderson
narrowing Adrian’s lead margin in the final
part of the race, Adrian took the honours
in a time of 55:54. Dan Henderson was
second, after recording the fastest 5km
split of the race finishing with a 18:16 third
lap to finish only 12 seconds behind
Adrian. Damien Gannon also came home
strongly to finish third, mirroring Dan’s
effort with a fast split between 10 and
15km.
Kerri Hodge won the ladies equivalent,
recording a comfortable 1:03:44 time with
Gina de la Cruz second and Eimear Mann
just pipping Julie Hall by a second after an
exciting finish in the battle for third.
10km – Christopher Dalby hadn’t run at
BRRC for a while but quickly reminded
everyone what a good runner he is, taking
out the 10km race in 36:47. It was also
good to see Kevin Muller back at BRRC
after years away living and working in
Albury-Wodonga for the last few years.
Kevin is a well-respected ultra-runner in
Australia and was second over the finish
strip with Enrique Suana third.
Crystal Mahony was the standout in the
ladies 10km, running a sub 20 min for the
first five kilometres before eventually
winning in a very respectable 40:42.
Stephanie Lawrence was second with
Elizabeth O’Neil third.
5km – The men’s 5km saw Andrew
Clarke (Watts Running Group) score an
easy win in 18:51. Andrew has been a
regular at BRRC in the last couple of
years and has won races previously at the
Club. Special mention to 10 year old
Kelsey Rolff who came second with
Lee Horibin (on the comeback trail from
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injury) rounding out the top three.
Intraining member Farah Haq won the
ladies event in 26:04 with BRRC regulars
Felicia Elgey and Virginia Neil second and
third respectively.

Alex Coman

Felicia Elgey

Anthony Poulton

The ladies race was won by leading
Ironman competitor Michelle Barnes who
was having her first race at the club.
Michelle has finished the gruelling
Ironman triathlon event 17 times and is
one of Australia’s best in the 45-49 age.
She lived in Calgary (Canada) for 25
years and showed her Ironman strength
and endurance fitness by recording a
20:15 time split for the last 5km of the
event. Her overall time was 1:43:44. Long
time BRRC members Kerrie Hodge and
Gina de la Cruz finished second and third
respectively.
Jenny Downie and Helen Banks

A special thanks to Race Director David
Best and the timing crew and volunteers
for their support on the morning.
September 5th – 25km/20km/10km/5km
(165 starters)
With four different distances on offer, a
large field assembled at the start line for
the 6.00am start. Weather conditions were
mild – ideal for running.
25km - A lead group of four went through
the first five kms in 17:44. Derrick Leahy,
Christophe Manchon (who was entered in
the 20km), Andy Dey and new club
member Lewis Purcell were setting the
pace. Around the 7km mark, Andy Dey
pulled out with an injury leaving Derrick,
Christophe and Lewis to keep the pace
going. At the 10km mark, Derrick held a
narrow lead over Christophe with Lewis
Purcell a few seconds back. The 10-15km
section of the race saw Derrick Leahy
build a handy lead of 20 seconds over
Lewis Purcell who had passed Christophe
during this section.
Derrick maintained his pace with a 35:01
time split for the last 10km. His winning
time was 1:27:46 with Lewis Purcell
(South Pine Striders) making an
impressive debut at BRRC with a 1:29:22
effort for second place. Damien Gannon
finished third after a withering last 5km,
which was nearly 90 seconds quicker than
any of his previous 5km time splits on the
morning.

20km – 30 runners lined up for the 20km
distance with Christophe Manchon
(1:12:03) taking the honours by a three
minute margin from Danny McDonald and
Robert Cordle. Christophe established a
lead of nearly two minutes by the 10km
mark before easing off a little and rolling
through the second half of the race in
around 36 mins 50 secs.
The ladies race was in stark contrast to
the men’s, with Heidi Grodecki leading at
the 5km mark over Elizabeth O’Neil with a
group of three which included Kate Cecil,
Cassandra Richardson and Hanne
Schoofs just 10 seconds behind
Elizabeth. The second lap saw Elizabeth
O’Neil drop off the pace leaving Heidi
holding a 30 second lead over the chasing
pack of three. The 10-15km section of the
race saw Heidi slowing a little and as they
entered the last 5km Hanne, Kate and
Cassandra had caught Heidi. The
question was then asked by Hanne who
really ‘turned it up a notch’
quickly
moving away from Kate and Cassandra,
as she dropped her km average to 4:07.
The group had averaged 4:47 for the
previous 5km lap so the sudden increase
in speed really broke up the pack. Hanne
was able to maintain her km average for
the rest of the lap largely due to the
support of fellow Intraining runner Neil
Bath who pushed her through the latter
stages. Hanne’s winning time was 1:33:12
with Kate Cecil second and Cassandra
Richardson just six seconds behind in
third place.
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10km – Michael Cnops made it a
memorable and successful morning for
the Intraining group by winning the two lap
event in 34:30. Both Michael and 20km
ladies winner Hanne Schoofs have really
improved since moving from Belgium to
Brisbane in late 2019. They are regulars
at BRRC and to the fore in every race they
compete in.
Brian Baker and Pete Lavery posted good
times to finish second and third.
One of the BERT groups leading female
runners Nerissa O’Donnell, clocked
38:21 to score a comfortable win over
Peta Dunne who really picked up the pace
in the last few kilometres to pass Siobhan
Fitzsimons and cross the finish strip in
second place ahead of Siobhan.

Andrew Charles

5km – In the men’s 5km, the victor was
George Daly (18:44) with Dale Blackburn
second and Raoul Thakur third across the
finish strip, holding off Mark Anthony by
three seconds. Usha Thakur claimed her
third win for the year over the 5km
distance at the club with a 21:23 effort.
Deborah Marshall and Susan Thornton
finished in second and third places
respectively. Pam Goddard was the Race
Director on the morning, ensuring that
everything ran smoothly.

Jane Riethmuller & Rebecca Crawford

Damien Gannon and Michelle Barnes

Lourens Coetzee & Shandre Coetzee
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Sandra Apruzzese
September 19th – Robin Flower
Memorial 10 Mile Champs/10km/5km
(243 starters)
*Isaias Beyn and Krishna Stanton in
good form*
ROBIN FLOWER MEMORIAL 10 MILE
CHAMPIONSHIP (16.1km)
This event has been held annually since
1990 to honour one of BRRC’s great
volunteers Robin Flower, who tragically
died of cancer in the late 1980’s. Robin
was an important part of the Club when it
staged its races at the University of
Queensland from the early 1980’s until
1988 and was always seen setting up the
time clock as well as numerous other jobs
that needed to be done on race mornings.
A perpetual shield was struck in his
honour and every year the male and
female winner of the race have their
names engraved on the shield. The
course consists of a 1.1km lap followed by
three laps of the normal 5km road circuit.
Current 10 Mile Course Record
Holders:
Male – Charlie Boyle 53:39 on
22/09/2019
Female – Nerissa O’Donnell 59:59 on
02/03/2014
Matt Cooper lead Isaias Beyn and Wayne
Spies through the 1.1km loop as runners
then embarked on three laps of the normal
5km road circuit. As expected, Isaias and
Wayne then took up the front running and

after the first of the 5km laps were
together at the front of the field with a gap
of nearly a minute to Michael Cnops. Both
Isaias and Wayne maintained their
consistent 16:36 lap time split until the
start of the last 5km when Isaias made the
comment to Wayne – Let’s go quicker! At
that stage, Wayne was feeling the effects
of his 50km win at River Run the week
before. Isaias then started to really lift the
tempo, scorching through the last 5km in
16:06 with this last big effort, helping him
to break the previous course record by 42
seconds and seeing his name added to
the list of Robin Flower Memorial winners.
His winning time of 52:57 was an
outstanding run and also credit to Wayne
Spies who still ran a 16:40 last lap to also
see him beat Charlie Boyle’s previous
course record by six seconds. Michael
Cnops ran consistent 17:30 time splits for
each of his 5km laps to see him cross in
third place. Matt Cooper and Robert
Godino had a good tussle over the last
5km of the race with Matt finishing fourth
just five seconds ahead of Robert. The
main casualty amongst the front runners
in the early stages was Derrick Leahy who
pulled out early in the race.
The ladies race promised to be a very
competitive one as well, with former
Commonwealth
Games
Marathon
medallist Krishna Stanton and BRRC 10
mile course record holder Nerissa
O’Donnell lining up at the start. Nerissa
set the course record back in 2014, before
having a break from serious running to
have a family. Krishna has had a lot of
battles with injuries over the years but
2021 has seen her recording some good
times again over various distances as she
rediscovers her joy of running and getting
quicker again.
Krishna and Nerissa ran together for the
first six kilometres and at that stage had
established a 40 second lead over Liz
Grolimund. Over the next 5km Krishna
was able to forge ahead of Nerissa,
holding a 10 second margin as they
headed into the final lap. The margin
started to increase as Nerissa dropped off
the pace, leaving Krishna to take out the
Championship in a time of 1:02:46.
Nerissa O’Donnell battled on gamely to
claim second with Liz Grolimund holding
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on to third from a fast finishing Hanne
Schoofs.
Special mention to the Men’s 65-69 Age
group where the first three runners Ian
Cameron, Ron Peters and Jeremy
Woolley, all ran under the course record
previously set in that age group.
Age group records:
With such a large turnout, it was no
surprise that eleven (11) runners broke
the previous course record in their
respective Age Groups.
Congratulations to Isaias Beyn (M30-34),
Wayne Spies (M45-49), Robert Godino
(M50-54) and Ian Cameron, Ron Peters
and Jeremy Woolley (M65-69) in the
men’s age groups and Nerissa O’Donnell
and Hanne Schoofs (W30-34), Krishna
Stanton (W50-54), Katherine Moore and
Helen Ridley Hanna (W65-69), who all
went under the course record in their age
groups.
10km – Only 31 runners lined up for the
two lap event with John Price recording
consistent 18:31 time splits to take the
honours with a time of 37:02. Greg Wowor
was second and Warren Marsh third.
In the ladies 10km, Tash Shourbaji finally
broke through for a win with a 49:11 effort.
Tash has been a solid performer at the
club for years and was delighted to take
home a BRRC winning memento. Caitlin
Murdock was second and Phoebe
Mumbray was third over the finish line.

Will Towner

Wayne Spies and Isaias Beyn

5km – Dutch born fitness instructor and
gym manager Haaije Pijl moved to
Australia back in 2003 and was the
standout in the men’s category, winning in
a time of 18:32 with Sebastian Croke
second and Russell Daly third, after
edging out Dale Blackburn at the finish by
just two seconds. Great to see some new
faces heading the women’s race with
Carolyn Poulter-Shaw (24:33) winning
her first BRRC trophy ahead of MarieClaire Grady and Catrina Daly.
Special thanks to Race Director Peter
Riethmuller and all the volunteers who
did a fantastic job on what was another
busy Championships morning at the club.

Li Jun Zhang
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under two minutes but the final question to
be answered was – could Matt protect the
lead over the last 5km? Matt continued to
push and was running a quicker fourth lap
than his previous one, but Adrian sensed
that he could catch him before the end
and managed to clock an 18:40 last lap to
catch Matt with less than a kilometre to go
and cross the timing strip with a 10
second margin to his credit over Matt
Archer. Adrian Royce’s winning time was
1:22:52. Damien Gannon maintained a
consistent pace for the entire race to finish
third.
The ladies 20km saw only three runners
complete the distance with Kerri Hodge
clocking a time of 1:34:52 to win
comfortably over Reeny Jurczyszyn and
Shea Michaela.

Washington Firmeza

Bernadette Cashman

October 3rd – 20km/10km /5km (115
finishers)
Three distances on offer and after all the
excitement of the 10 mile champs a
fortnight earlier, it was a noticeably
smaller turnout on a fairly warm morning.
20km - The men’s four lap event featured
an exciting finish, after it looked like Matt
Archer would win comfortably at one
stage. Matt held a lead of over two
minutes at the 5km mark with Damien
Gannon holding down second place. After
10km, Matt had extended his lead to four
minutes over Damien, with Adrian Royce
right up with Damien courtesy of a
withering 18:42 effort by Adrian between
the 5 and 10km marks of the race. The
third lap saw Matt’s lead reduced to just
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10km – Since joining BRRC in recent
months, South Pine Striders runner Lewis
Purcell has strung together some good
performances at West End. In September,
he rang a solid 25km to finish second in
his first BRRC race and has a 5km PB of
15:18 set on the fast Kedron parkrun
course earlier this year.
In the 10km event, he headed the field
with another leading BRRC runner Andy
Dey. They went through the first 5km in
17:32 and stayed together for the entire
race, crossing the finish together with
Lewis being awarded the win by the
narrowest of margins with his 35:02 effort.
Third across the finish strip was Enrique
Suana.
Zara Nance was to the fore in the ladies
race with a 42:31 winning effort. Robyn
Bell finished second and Julie Hall pipped
Crystal Mahony at the finish to claim third.
5km – The speedster’s event saw the
father and son combination of Matthew
and Samuel Stenson lead the field, with
Samuel scorching away for the win with a
16:49 effort. His father Matthew certainly
is nearing top form also, with a 17:36
effort for second place. Tim Appleton also
ran a good 5km to be third runner home.
Stephanie Lawrence from the Intraining
group is certainly a runner on the improve
and with a couple of Chermside Parkrun
wins under her belt it was no surprise to
see her claim the trophy in the ladies

event with a 20:29 effort. Kate Cecil is a
regular placegetter at BRRC and she took
out second place with Katherine Moore
(an outstanding runner in the 65-69 age
group) third.
The Race Director duties on the morning
were handled in very capable fashion by
Stuart Simmons and a special mention to
the timing crew lead by John Dempster
and Tim Appleton who did their usual
excellent job ensuring that the timing
system was functioning properly.

Phil Moy and Karen Cantwell

Stephanie & William Lawrence

Ken Swanwick

October 31st – 10km/5km
Champs (122 finishers)

Novice

To win a Novice championship over either
the 10km or 5km distance the rules are
simple. You must be a club member and
not have won a previous BRRC event in
2021.
It was a warm humid morning as runners
lined up to contest one of the distances
and try to be the first novice runner to
cross the timing mat at the end.

Lewis Purcell and Andy Dey
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10km – The men’s race saw Scott
Walker hold a handy 40 second lead at
the halfway point over Damien Gannon
with Sebastian Pinel nine seconds behind
in third place. Scott started to increase his
pace in the second half of the race to win
in the time of 35:37. Damien Gannon
(37:10) also ran a negative split to cross in
second place with Sebastian Pinel third.
After checking the list of previous BRRC
race winners in 2021, it was found that
Scott Walker had previously won a race at
the club so the 10km novice trophy in the
men’s category was awarded to Damien
Gannon. Damien has been in good form
at BRRC this year and was a welldeserved winner of his first club trophy.
In the ladies 10km race, ultra-runner
Kyoko Miura was first over the mat in
42:09 with Kim Massy four minutes behind
in second and versatile teenage athlete
Alyssa Kennedy third (Alyssa also enjoys
playing women’s AFL). Kyoko Miura was
also declared as the novice winner in the
ladies category.
Male 10km Novice winner – Damien
Gannon
Female 10km Novice winner – Kyoko
Miura
5km – The one lap Novice event proved
to be a battle between the two young
speedsters Harvey Cramb and Sam
Stenson up front. Ironically, neither were
eligible to win the Novice category
because they had both won events earlier
in the year at BRRC. The long striding
Harvey Cramb (16:45) crossed the mat
first with a 12 second gap to Sam. Sam’s
father Matthew Stenson continued his
great club form to finish third in a very
respectable time of 17:56. Matthew was
rewarded for his efforts by winning the
Novice category and was delighted to take
home his first BRRC pottery mug.
In the ladies 5km, recently joined club
member Rebecca Lin won the race as
well as the Novice category with an
excellent 19:54 effort. Regular BRRC
place getter Kate Cecil was second with
Deborah Marshall third.
Male 5km Novice winner – Matthew
Stenson
Female 5km Novice winner – Rebecca
Lin

Michael Lyttle as Race Director and his
volunteers did a great job on the morning.
It was warm out there on the road – a sign
of what we might be in for this summer!

Kim Massey, Kyoko Miura, Alyssa Kennedy

Sam Stenson, Matthew Stenson, John White

Sebastian Pinel
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Ant Hutchins

November
14th
–
5km
Club
Champs/10km (274 runners)
** Youth and Experience triumph in
5km Champs**
The last of the BRRC Championship
series for the year was held over the 5km
distance and it was great to have cooler
running conditions after a week of high
humidity and rain.
Current 5km Course Record Holders:
Male – Kieren Perkins 15:12 on
15/11/2020
Female – Brittany Zendler 17:01 on
27/11/2016
The men’s club championship had virtually
been decided before the final 5km race
with Isaias Beyn having a stranglehold on
the 2021 trophy. In the absence of Wayne
Spies and Kieren Perkins on the morning,
it would be interesting to see if any of the
younger brigade in the club could step up
and challenge the Sunshine Coast
Marathon winner over the one lap course.
As expected, Isaias Beyn and 17 year old
Harvey Cramb led the field after 500
metres with Robert Godino and Michael
Cnops a few seconds behind. It was a real
contrast up front with the vastly
experienced Beyn and the tall long striding
Harvey Cramb challenging each other.
Harvey was coming off a 5000 metres PB
(15:14) recorded on the track the previous
night so this race would really test his

recovery rate. Isaias and Harvey
continued to push each other for the entire
race and when it came down to the final
300 metres it was the long stride of
Harvey that gave him the vital edge as he
crossed the finish mat in 15:52 with Isaias
Beyn just a few seconds behind in second
place. The battle for third was also only
decided in the latter stage of the race with
Robert Godino edging Michael Cnops by 5
seconds. Like Harvey, Michael was also
backing up from the 5,000 metres track
championship the previous night.
The ladies race saw our former
Commonwealth
Games
marathon
medallist Krishna Stanton continue her
good form to outpace her younger rivals
recording an 18:23 effort. It was a real
contrast from the men’s race with Krishna
being in the 50-54 age category as
compared to Harvey who is in his final
year at school. It just goes to show the
wide variety in ages covered by our 880
members. Also it was great to see two
ladies Liz Grolimund and Hanne Schoofs
who have had good results at BRRC in
2021, finish second and third respectively.
Liz recorded 18:37 to edge Hanne by two
seconds.
Age group records:
With such a large turnout, it was no
surprise that eleven (11) runners broke
the previous course record in their
respective Age Groups.
Congratulations to Harvey Cramb (M019), Robert Godino (M50-54), Neil Bath
(M55-59), Ian Cameron (M65-69) and
Colin Woods (M85-89) in the men’s age
groups and Hanne Schoofs and
Cassandra
Richardson
(W30-34),
Crystal Mahony (W35-39) Krishna
Stanton (W50-54), Muriel McLean (W6064) and Katherine Moore (W65-69), who
all went under the course record in the
female age groups.
10km – The non-championship 10km
distance attracted 40 runners on the
morning.
Steven McCulloch made his first
appearance at BRRC a good one, winning
the 10km in convincing style with a 34:58
effort. Justin Voss and Enrique Suana
rounded out the top three. Kerrie Hodge
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elected not to compete in the 5km
championship and took the honours in the
ladies 10km with a time of 44:04.
Elizabeth O’Neil was two minutes behind
in second place with Robyn Bell third.
Peter Reithmuller was the Race Director
and did an admirable job on a busy
morning for the club.

Krishna Stanton and Liz Grolimund

Isaias Beyn and Harvey Cramb

Helen Banks and Kelly McCall

Rodney Law

November 28th – 10km Handicap/5km
(95 runners)
Runners who entered the 10km Handicap
were allocated a start time based on their
times run at BRRC during 2021 i.e. the
slowest runner based on their times
recorded earlier in the year would start at
6.00am with faster runners starting at
various times after that. e.g. an 80 minute
runner would start first, with a 35 minute
runner starting 45 minutes later. In theory,
every runner should be very close at the
finish - if the handicaps allocated were
accurate and each runner put in the effort.
10km Handicap (66 runners):
The first three runners to start at 6.00am
were Helen Banks, Michael Schultz and
Shirley Marrington, while the in-form
Damien Gannon was the last to start,
giving the first three runners a head start
of around 37 minutes 40 secs. At the
halfway point, it was impossible to pick a
winner with the lead changing many times
as the faster runners started to make up
ground on the early leaders. A strong
finish by Florian ‘Flo’ Sokolowski saw
him cross the timing strip first, 12 seconds
ahead of Sharon Marrington with Anne
Ryan passing a multitude of runners in the
second half of the race to finish third.
Florian had a handicap of around 20 and a
half minutes compared to the first starters
and recorded an overall time of 51:25 for
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the distance. Florian’s partner Belinda
Tomlins was also spotted, cruising around
in the 5km event.
The fastest male and female respectively
on the morning were Damien Gannon
(36:30) and Anne Ryan (46:48). Great to
see Anne Ryan back at the club and
running well again after battling a number
of injuries over the last few years. Special
mention to back marker Damien Gannon
who ran the fastest 5km lap in the race
with a sizzling 18:02 for his second 5km
lap, as he motored past 54 runners during
the 10km. The first 40 runners to finish
were all within four minutes of the winner,
evidence that the handicaps were pretty
accurate.
5km – In the men’s one lap event,
Sebastian Pinel won in 17:50 with one of
Queensland’s best runners from the
1980’s Gary Mayor, making a rare
appearance at BRRC and showing that he
is still a force, finishing just six seconds
behind Sebastian.
Anthony Poulton was third.
The ladies 5km was highlighted by a close
finish between the two front runners Nikita
Ferguson and Rebecca Lin with Nikita
crossing the finish in 21:25 with Rebecca
a mere one second behind. Usha Thakur
rounded out the top three.
Thanks to Stuart Simmons our Race
Director on the morning and all the
volunteers who helped make this another
successful and enjoyable event for
everyone.

Florian Sokolowski, 10k handicap winner

Rebecca Lin, Nikita Ferguson, Owen Korn

For a complete list of BRRC race
results for every race, go to our
website at
www.brisbaneroadrunners.org
or visit our Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneRoad
RunnersClub/

Sharon Marrington with family
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THE THINGS I’LL DO FOR SHOES
By Andrei Wightman
If you’ve not heard of an ekiden run, it
originates from the stagecoach courier
system in Japan where messages were
carried by horse or human in a staged
format (roughly “eki” meaning station and
“den” meaning to communicate). It initially
had nothing to do with sport or
competition.
The first ekiden athletic race held in Japan
was the Tokaido Ekiden Toho Kyoso in
1917. It comprised two teams of twentythree runners who each ran stages of the
507 km between Kyoto and Tokyo over
three days to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the transfer of the imperial
seat from Kyoto to Tokyo.

With ASICS sponsoring the event, there
were prizes up for grabs and I was in a
team that was lucky enough to win one of
the team packs where each runner
received a complete running kit – shoes,
socks, shorts and singlet (one of only
three in Australia) so when offered the
same chance in 2021, I was super keen to
do it again.

Since then, it has transformed into one of
the most popular athletic events in Japan,
ekiden races offering varying distances
from marathon distance to around 100km.
Teams of 5-8 compete fiercely in
competitions held between prefectures,
universities, friends and families. The
IAAF now recognizes world records for the
marathon distance - five stages (with a
final leg of 12.1959 km) for men and six
stages for women.
The current form of the event is credited to
Japanese Olympian, Shiso Kanakuri
(1891–1983). Kanakuri was a competitor
in the 1911 Stockholm Olympic Marathon
but was a DNF after being unable to
complete the distance. By 1920 the ekiden
races introduced a sash called a “tasuki ”
which hangs from the shoulder and is
passed between runners instead of a
baton. This style has not changed to this
day. The tasuki are in team colours and
show the name of the team, enhancing the
sense of unity between its members.
I personally became interested in the
ekiden run in 2020, when ASICS held a
worldwide virtual ekiden event. In this
format, teams of up to 6 runners
completed legs from 5km to 10km
(members could complete more than 1
leg) to make the 42.2km distance. As a
virtual event, there was sadly no tasuki to
pass on, instead teams had 14 days to
complete the event recording it on the
ASICS Runkeeper app.
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However, 2021 was a bit different with
BRRC member and ASICS Sound Mind
Sound Body Ambassador Enrique asking
me to be in his team. Part of the deal
within the Ambassador group was that
there was going to be a prize for the first
three teams to finish, not the fastest, just
the first three to finish. As ASICS started
the event at the same time worldwide,
9:00am US EST on 11 November, the
race commenced at 1.00am Australian
time. If you’re familiar with yacht racing,
we were hunting for line honours. Now, I
like to think of myself as a morning runner
but this was getting a little early by any
measure. We were also not 100% sure
whether we needed to run the race as a
relay or all at the same time so we thought
a relay was the safer option. Just to make
things even more interesting, this was in

the middle of Movember for me when I
was running 60km per week for the 60
men lost per hour, every hour across the
globe to suicide. This meant some juggling
of my plan to get that mileage every week
including increasing the previous week
and acknowledging that the day after the
1:00am race I would be a bit of a wreck.
The first thing we had to do was work out
where we were going to run in the wee
hours of the morning without being
accosted or stopped by police! I went
close to home and decided that the
Coronation Drive path was reasonably
well lit and safe. The other runners in the
team (Alex 5km, Jodi 5km, Washington
10km and John 7.19km) all had their own
route chosen and we were going to use
mobile calls to hand over. I had tried to
order a tasuki from the US (the only place
I could find one) but sadly, it hadn’t turned
up by the 11th so the handover was by
phone with the typical Japanese call of
ganbatte, a phrase used to encourage
people to try hard and often heard
between runners in an ekiden or other
events in Japan.
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It was a warm, humid night and after
getting my running gear ready, I went to
bed early to get some rest before the run.
After what seemed like a blink, my alarm
went off at 12:15am. I snuck out of bed to
avoid waking my now sleeping wife and
got dressed, BRRC singlet, ASICS shorts,
ASICS socks, ASICS hat, headlamp and
(Nike Vaporfly Next%) shoes (they were
my racing shoes and I was looking for as
quick a time as possible).
Of course, I had left too much time before
the race but knew that a warm up would
be appropriate use of my time and of
benefit before launching into a quick 5km.
Ok, that done, now what… time goes past
very slowly when you’re waiting to race at
1:00am and the rest of the world seems to
be asleep. I know I didn’t want to do any
more warm-up so some dynamic
stretches, some drills, check watch, still
too much time to go.
In any case, after pacing up and down, the
minutes became seconds and then it was
a matter of starting my watch and the
ASICS app on my phone as I started.

WHAT! There was a 30 second difference
between my phone and my watch! How
can this be? After a brief internal panic I
thought it better to start on the later time to
make sure I wasn’t taking off before the
proper start time! I was a bit excited in the
first km so a little faster than I should have
been so I deliberately slowed my pace to a
more manageable speed after that. I ran a
little past the 2.5km turn around point but
was conscious that I wanted to turn
around before the path went under the
freeway as that area can get a little
unsavoury. The loop back went more or
less according to race plan and I ran
through the 5km mark to make sure the
app recognised the full distance; a total of
just over 5.1 run in 22:28, official time for
the race was 21:45. This was about a
minute off my PB but given the warm
temperature (25°) and humidity, I was
happy with the result and at the time,
relieved to have finished. A quick panting
phone call to Alex “ganbatte” and I was
done. I drove from there to where Enrique
as third runner was going to start but
missed him so after a few calls to the
other runners, headed for home.

celebrating our 40th year which I’m certain
will be a blast. It is important to know that
in Japanese culture ekiden is not only
about the result of the race. The true joy is
to be found in the deepened bonds that
are formed between teammates, family
and fellow residents by passing on the
tasuki and contributing to the team result!
“A team with a single fast runner cannot
win an ekiden. Equally, if one runner is off
form and loses time, other team members
can make it up. Also, since the ekiden is a
long-distance event, the position of the
teams may change along the way so the
winning team is not known until the end.
It’s a race that offers plenty of drama,”
says Yukio Seki of the Japan Association
of Athletics Federation.

Now I’ve left for running quietly before but
getting home, showering, winding down
and getting ready for bed quietly wasn’t
easy and having slid back into bed, fell
into an uneasy sleep.
It was some time before the results were
made official but I’m pleased to say that
the AOP Brizzy Road Runners team
finished in first in absolute time (line
honours) and 6th overall in Australian
Open Division with a time of 2:50:46 for
the marathon. The winning team from
South Australia finished in 2:20:34 and
include stars from the RunAsOne team
including the Olympian and team coach
Izzi Batt-Doyle.
It was some time after that our prizes were
confirmed. I was delighted to be able to
order some ASICS Metaspeed Sky super
shoes to add to my racing kit and I’m
looking forward to their race debut at the
BRRC 5 Mile Championships on January
30th! I’m looking forward to the same event
later this year but I’m also excited about
our own BRRC ekiden race in May
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GC50 RUNNING FESTIVAL 2021
By Gina de la Cruz (foreword), Pam Peldan & Natasha Shourbaji (race recaps)
A 50km run event in late November????
You've got to be crazy!
That's the
standard response when people find out
that you're running the GC50. Not many
people (whether they are hard core
runners or non-runners) can quite
understand the appeal of a running event
that takes place just as the Queensland
temperatures are starting to climb.
But for me, the GC50 is a very special run
that is close to my heart as it represents
sun, surf and special milestones. My first
ever GC50 was back in 2018. I had been
convinced to take part because Greg
Campbell (a regular BRRC member and
three-time Commitment) was going to
celebrate his 50th birthday with a group of
friends by running the 30km option. Greg
believed that the 2018 GC50 was in fact
one big birthday celebration held in honour
of him reaching half a century on this
Earth - the "Greg Campbell 50" party. He
was thrilled that the party organisers had
even printed singlets and shirts with
"GC50" to recognise his birthday.

And so the GC50 tradition began for what
would later become The ERNIE Run Club.
In 2018, it was Greg Campbell, Janette
Campbell, Jason Cox, Elizabeth O'Neill
and I who ran the 30km option and turned
the event into a weekend of running, carb
loading and beach selfies. It was to be my
longest ever run at that point in time. I
thought I had reached the pinnacle of my
running career when I completed the
30km well within my 3-hour goal, thanks to
BRRC runner Adrian Pearce who was the
2:45 pacer.
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Adrian Pearce, Gina de la Cruz

GC50 in 2019 was a disappointment for
me. I had purchased an entry well in
advance but ended up injured so I was a
non-starter. To make matters worse, I
was already down at the Gold Coast with
the ERNIE crew and made the decision to
pull out on the morning of the race. I
tortured myself by live tracking all of my
friends who were out on the course. Of
course I was thrilled as they all crossed
the line but I was gutted that I wasn't able
to share the experience with them.
But that disappointment gave me the
determination to ramp it up the next year
and I decided to do the 50km option. It
would be my first ever ultra-marathon. It
seems that whenever I'm injured and
sitting on the sidelines feeling as though I
will NEVER AGAIN (said in a drama
queen voice) reach the same level of
fitness I end up signing up for lots of
events and setting running goals to keep
me motivated. I'm sure I'm not alone in
this regard.

In December 2020, a gaggle of Ernies
descended upon the Gold Coast. Some
did the 30km option, and John White,
Washington Firmeza and I did the 50km
option. Despite strong winds and the
temperature dial being turned to
maximum, there were PB's and great
times galore.
Despite the nasty
conditions, not one Ernie dropped out. I
was on such a high after completing the
50km. I was an ultra-marathoner!
The early bird option for GC50 in 2021
was released the day after the 2020 GC50
race. It was December 2020 and I had
already signed up for the 50km option for
2021! I was making the most of the feel
good endorphins that were still pumping
through my body.
I recall making a phone call later that day
to either Pam Peldan or Natasha
Shourbaji and telling them that I had
signed up for the 50km race in 2021. My
plan was to catch them while they were
still excited from completing their 30km
races only 24 hours earlier. And then
sneakily convincing them that they could
do the 50km option in order to challenge
themselves and tick off another item on
their bucket list.
My plan worked.

Which brings us to late November 2021,
when Pam and Tash joined the ultramarathon club by running their first ever
50km distance. I asked each of them to
sum up their 50km race, and here's what
they had to say:
Race recap by Pam Peldan:
In early December 2020 I ran 30km at the
GC50 running festival. An in-between
distance. Bit more than a half marathon,
not quite a full marathon.
The conditions weren’t great. Hot and
windy. But I finished and was able to then
cheer on my friends who were running the
50km. Very inspiring. Later as we were
sitting
around
celebrating
our
achievements I recall Tash suggesting we
do the 50km in 2021. I’m not sure how
long it took me to agree but there it was.
An email confirming my entry for 2021!!
Fast forward 12 months and with lots of
disappointments of cancelled races behind
us we were finally able to do a ‘real’ race.
Thanks to regular runs with the ERNIE run
club and BRRC I turned up feeling fit and
ready to go. Lots of excitement and
fortunately not too many nerves. My
philosophy is ‘it will be what it will be’. I
just needed to run my own race and finish.
The weather gods were on our side that
day. It wasn’t too hot and there was some
cloud cover with an occasional gust of
wind.
And with lots of familiar faces on the
course and the side lines it was easy to be
distracted and the kms flew by.
Just under 5 and a half hours after starting
I was crossing the finish line with relief and
immense pride. I had actually done it.
I never thought I would run a marathon let
alone an ultra, so I’m incredibly grateful
that I belong to such a wonderful running
community who continue to inspire me
every day.
-‘Never say never’ Race recap by Natasha Shourbaji:

Gina, Pam & Natasha

Last year in December 2020 the ERNIEs
headed to the GC50 event at Coolangatta.
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Some ran the 12.5km, a few of us did the
30km and only the crazy ones (or should I
say super fit with a little craziness thrown
in ones) did the 50km - Gina, John and
Washington. After seeing the exhilaration
on their faces 3 of us (Pam, Aaron Green
and I) that had done the 30km decided we
needed a bit of that so signed up for the
biggie. Signing up was the easy part.

absolutely over the moon. I proved to
myself that I am stronger than I think and I
will never forget that. The support from
everyone is what gets you through. From
your friends running with you, to people
you don’t even know calling out your name
and cheering you on. It’s an incredible
atmosphere and something I’ll remember
forever.

The day finally arrived on Sunday 28th
November 2021. Alarm went off at 3.30am
after an extremely restless night. The
nerves kicked in straight away and we
were rushing round like headless chickens
(I was anyway).
Thankfully the
temperature was not too hot. The previous
year had been like a sauna in a wind
tunnel.
At 4.15am the event precinct was a hub of
activity. There were familiar faces from
BRRC everywhere and there was a buzz
of excitement in the air. Everyone was
raring to go.
At 5am the race began and we were off.
The 50km was two 25km loops from
Coolangatta to Palm Beach and back. The
first loop was fun. Great views,
atmosphere and still coolish weather. All
was well.
The second loop around the 35km mark is
when it started to get really hard. My feet
were burning from the friction, the sun was
out in full force and my body and mind
were both saying “that’ll do thanks”. My
mantra which is something I read
Kipchoge said is “if you do not control your
mind, your mind will control you”. I knew
that to finish I had to force my brain to
believe that this was a totally achievable
exercise and I could do it. I kept thinking
just get to the marathon mark and then
there’s only 8km to go.
When the marathon mark came up all I
thought was, I’m done. How on earth am I
going to finish this? I had to force myself
to keep going and just think of the feeling
at the end.
Crossing the finish line was one of the
best things I’ve done I’m my life. I was
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Natasha

Closing words by Gina de la Cruz:
I discovered parkrun 6 years ago. It was
the first time in my life that I ran regularly.
Until that time, I rocked up once a year to
run a charity fun run. I really didn’t
understand the appeal of pounding the
pavement. I thought running was a boring
and lonely sport. How wrong I was. I
have made the most amazing friendships,
I now crave the long Sunday social run
and coffee, and it has been thrilling to
achieve goals that I thought were out of
my reach. They had been out of my reach
until I surrounded myself with an amazing
running community - BRRC, the parkrun
village and my ERNIE family.
My personal experiences with the GC50
symbolise everything I love about running.
The highs of achieving PB's, the lows of
injury that lead to a renewed sense of
energy and purpose, having people

around you who push you to do better,
support your goals and then celebrate
your achievements or help you regroup for
the next race.

At GC50 in 2018 it was me who was spurred on by Elizabeth O'Neill to run further than I had ever run
before. And in 2021 I got to repay that favour to Pam, Tash and Aaron Green by encouraging them to
run their furthest ever race. And I'm sure that they have now motivated others around them to set new
goals. That's the beauty of running karma. It's a cycle of giving.
25k
50k
12.5k
5k
Kids’ Dash
Support

Elizabeth O’Neil, Jason Cox, Paul Dunn, Louise Dunn, Damien Barry, Craig Preston
Gina de la Cruz, John White, Washington Firmeza, Tash Shourbaji, Aaron Green, Pam Peldan
Andrei Wightman
Jo Preston
Eliza & Ashleigh Preston
Michael Peldan, Felicia Elgey, Geoff Elgey, Alberto Nilsson, Sheryl Lucena
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MEMBER PROFILE
Name: Paul Hewish
Age:

63

Running Goals:
Run long, not too fast and keep injury free!
(A piece of pottery would be nice though!)
Favourite Runs:
Noosa National Park and Noosa to
Noosaville with Jess and Monty.
Favourite Running Partners/Group:
Jess and Monty, our poodle. Also with the
crew from BRRC, parkrun and WOW.
Who is your running idol?:
Favourite Sportsperson/s:
My daughter, Alana. The effort she puts in
never ceases to amaze me! From Little A
to rowing to triathlons, there’s not much
she can’t do!
Favourite Shoe Brand:
ASICS Gel-Kayano

Occupation: Business Owner

Favourite Food:
Almond croissants. (and whatever Debbie
prepares for me!)

How and when did you start running?:
I had a change of jobs in 2007 after a long
time with one company and stated riding
an old bike to work in the city. Next thing I
was doing triathlons and completed Noosa
that year. I soon established I was a better
runner than swimmer!
Most Memorable Running Moments:
Completing the Gold Coast Marathon with
Jessica in 2015. Our time was 3:43 and
it’s my PB for the distance even though it’s
the only one with Jess!
Favourite Running Distance and PB:

Favourite Drink:
Peroni Libera. (Coffee with the croissant.)
Favourite Movie:
The Godfather (Part 1)
Favourite Music:
ABBA. (must be my Swedish ancestors.)
Star Sign: Gemini
If you had one wish in life it would be?:
That disabled persons were treated as
friends in the same way as the ablebodied.

Half-marathon. Long enough to get your
money’s worth, not too long to be painful.
My PB is 1:37, on my own.
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PARKRUN A-WW, 21 December 2021
By Irene Davey
Parkrun A to WW
Shouldn’t that be ‘A to Z’?
No. ‘A to WW’:
‘My Adventure to Whitemark Wharf
parkrun’.
This story was inspired by an email from
BRRC Registrar Adrian after he saw I had
set an age group record at the Whitemark
Wharf parkrun, and wanted to know all
about it. I dedicate this story to him!
Whitemark is the small township on the
west coast of Flinders Island in Bass
Strait. It has a pub, bakery, supermarket,
library, couple of cafes and an airport and
holiday park a few kilometres out of town.
And it has a wharf, which is where the
parkrun starts and finishes. The course is
out and back along the coastal track with
some grass, fairly smooth dirt and a few
sandy patches.
There were 28 participants on Saturday
9th October when I was there, which is
about their average. The Race Director
(who happened to be the Island
policeman, and was there with the official
police vehicle) was astonished when I told
him my home parkrun (Rocks Riverside)
sometimes has over 700 participants.
Now this adventure prompted some
further musings about parkrunners – and I
know many BRRC members are also keen
parkrunners - and their varied approaches
to the ‘when’, ‘where’ and ‘why’ of which
parkruns they chose to do.
After roughly three years of being a
parkrunner, I have formulated some rough
‘Parkrun Types’ for your enlightenment
and amusement. I apologise to the people
I have named, I hope I have not caused
you too much embarrassment, and also to
the many other BRRC parkrunners I have
not named as I don’t know the parkrun
habits of most of you.
Home parkrunners. They tend to stick to
their home parkrun, occasionally venturing

out to a different one. I’d mention Betty
here, but she seems to have two ‘homes’
– St Lucia and Noosa. Jayne Riethmuller
is a regular at Rocks Riverside. Neil Bath
has also done 226 of his 382 parkruns
there. Kerri Hodge calls Minnippi home
about half the time. Ron Vines and Julie
Hill-Webber definitely consider North
Lakes home. I am definitely not a Home
parkrunner!
The Openers. mmmm Like politicians who
proverbially turn up to the opening of an
envelope, they turn up at all the ‘Event
#1s’ at a new parkrun. Think Adrian Royce
and Michael Schultz! There they both
were, at the first Fodder Forest parkrun
(Victoria Point) on 16th October, along with
an actual politician (or maybe expolitician?) I am still trying to work out how
they know when first events are
happening – some secret signals
somewhere?
The Record Chasers. Look down the
‘Age Category Records’ listing at pretty
well any SE Queensland parkrun and the
same BRRC names turn up: Aidan Hobbs,
Peter Bracken, Wayne Spies, Neil Bath,
Ron Vines, Colin Woods. Adrian must hold
at least 50 records across Australia and a
couple overseas! Amongst the women’s
ranks, the names Krishna Stanton, Kerri
Hodge, Olivia Lennon, Shiloh Watts, Anne
Ryan, Cynthia Cliff and Betty Menzies
appear regularly. I unashamedly admit to
being a Record Chaser, but with Betty in
the age group ahead, and Cynthia
snapping at my heels, it’s a hard call!
What to call this category?
The Also Rans? The Camp Followers?
The Support Crews?
1

(I am only including it because it wouldn’t
be a good story if I couldn’t find some
reason to mention Bruce Smerdon!) The
lists of parkruns Betty and Bruce have
been to are almost identical. Betty is the
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star, setting age group records, or at least
achieving over 80% wherever she goes.
Bruce – well he is there too, quietly doing
his run as he does at West End. I’ll say no
more! And there are others I could
mention here, but I don’t know them well
enough.
The Tourists. There are really two subclasses here. There are the ones who go
for a holiday to a particular place because
it has a parkrun they want to do, and the
ones who are just holidaying around and
happen to be in a parkrun town on a
Saturday morning. Everyone is a tourist
sometimes. Michael Schultz must be the
most famous of BRRC’s parkrun tourists.
He claims to have done every one in
Queensland! The official list shows he has
completed 440 parkruns on 181 different
courses, all in Australia. Adrian is not far
behind with 402 runs on 126 different
courses in Australia, and a few overseas.
The next name on the list that I recognise
is Cynthia Cliff with 305 runs on 92
different courses in Australia and another
20 or so overseas. It makes my (at time of
writing) 56 runs on 44 different courses
look rather pathetic really!
The Alphabeters. Their one goal in their
(parkrun) life is to collect a parkrun for
every letter of the alphabet. Michael and
Cynthia have done it, apart from ‘X’. But of
course so far no one can accomplish this
in Australia as there is no parkrun starting
with ‘X’. Adrian is three letters off
completing an Alphabet – J, Q and X. I
know there are many more BRRC
parkrunners who aspire to collecting their
Alphabet – I wish you good luck with that!
Now that I check my list, I find I only have
9 to go, including that elusive X.

categories are both numeric ones. I won’t
try to explain them – ask Cynthia!
And now to finish I am going to invent a
new category:kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
The Double-Barrel Alphabeters. No, you
don’t collect two Alphabets, you have to
collect an alphabet list of parkruns with a
‘double-barrel name’ – Rocks Riverside,
for example. So far, I have Fodder Forest,
Gainsborough Greens, Rocks Riverside
and Whitemark Wharf. Looking down the
Australian list to see what is possible:
there are also BBs and CCs and LL, MM,
PP, SS (if S S Koopa counts?) another
WW and YY. So here’s a great idea for a
new parkrun: give it a double-barrel name.
Count me in for a tourist visit and let me
know when your first event is happening.
And I will be there to set the record in my
age group.
Whitemark Wharf Tourist Information.
How did I get there? I flew direct to
Launceston and stayed a few days with
my daughter who lives there. Then we
both flew across to Flinders in a 19 seater
turboprop aircraft.
Where did we stay? A very modern
holiday unit (that looked like an old country
motel from the outside!) in Whitemark,
about 3 minutes’ walk from the parkrun
start.
How did we get around? Sharp Airline
company does 2, 3 or 4 day package
deals
that
include
airfares
from
Launceston,
Hobart
or
Melbourne,
accommodation and car hire for the
duration.

The Wilson Indexers and The Fibonacci
Seriesers.
These
rather
arcane
categories came to light during a
discussion with Cynthia about her
Alphabet achievement. It seems that once
you have achieved an Alphabet, you have
to go on to other challenges and these two
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AT THE RACES
News and results from around Australia & the world
Compiled by Robert Lofthouse
RIVER RUN 100: 12th September 2021
(at Botanic Gardens)

QLD
10,000
METRES
TRACK
CHAMPIONSHIP: 18th September 2021

River Run 100 was established in 2013 to
support many charities by running for a
cause. Distances offered on the morning
included an Enduro Challenge where the
aim was to complete as many kilometres
as possible during a seven hour period.
On offer as well was a 50km Ultra,
Marathon, Half Marathon, 10km and a 5km.
The Enduro Challenge also had two
categories for teams with Brisbane Road
Runners being well represented on the
morning. Categories were for teams with 26 runners or 7-10 runners). mmmmmmmm

This year’s race was held at QSAC, the
home of Queensland Athletics and was run
as part of a twilight meet on a Saturday
afternoon. The 10,000 metres event is the
longest of the running events on the track
at the Olympics and consists of 25 laps of
the 400 metre track – a testing race for
runners of any standard.mmmmmmmmmm
Over the last five years or so, two elite
running groups have really made their
presence felt in South East Queensland the BERT group from Brisbane with Peter
Bracken as their mentor and the Gold
Coast Run Co with Jackson Elliott as the
coach.

Congratulations to the following BRRC
members and runners who won their
respective events.
50km – Wayne Spies 3:03:27 (missed his
own Age World Record by 35 seconds).
Wayne had set the Men’s 45-49 Age World
Record of 3:02:52 in Canberra back in
April.
Half Marathon – Kieren Perkins 1:10:33
Enduro Teams (2-6 runners) – The Ernie
Run Team which included Andrei
Wightman, John White Hwang, Natasha
Shourbaji, Washington Firmeza and Craig
Preston.
These guys managed to cover 99km in the
seven hours to finish nine kms ahead of the
second placed team. Well done!
Enduro Teams (7-10 runners) – This
category was won by the Calamvale
Runners which included John Dempster
and Corey Mansinger from BRRC. The
team covered 89km in the seven hours. It
was an excellent morning with around
1,000 runners entering and supporting a
good cause and raising money for various
charities such as Hummingbird House and
the Cancer Foundation.

Heading the entry list were the big three
from the Gold Coast Run Co, Louis
McAfee, Tim Vincent and Liam Boudin with
19 year old Jude Thomas from Ipswich and
Intraining runner Aidan Hobbs also
expected to give a good account of
themselves. Tim Fisk headlined the BERT
group entries.mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Tim Vincent had won the Queensland
Cross Country Championship (over 10km)
back in July, defeating training partner
Liam Boudin on that occasion while Jude
Thomas was chasing an Under 20
Queensland record set by Gerard Barrett
47 years ago on the grass track at Lang
Park (now Suncorp Stadium).
McAfee, Vincent and Boudin set the pace
and after Louis McAfee dropped out, Tim
Vincent stamped his authority on the race
going on to win in a time of 28:59. Liam
Boudin crossed in second place (32
seconds behind) with Jude Thomas
finishing third in 29:49, which was good
enough to see him break the 47 year old
record for the Under 20 age group by nine
seconds. Aidan Hobbs also ran a strong
race to finish fourth in 30:29, giving him a
track PB for the distance. In the ladies race
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former Russian triathlete Olga Firsova,
now based on the Sunshine Coast,
upstaged her younger rivals Josephine
Auer and Caitlin McQuilkin-Bell to claim the
10,000 metres Queensland title with a
34:20 effort. Her winning margin over
University of Queensland athlete Josephine
Auer was just over a minute.
Results – Queensland 10,000 metres
Track Championship
Men
1 - Tim Vincent (Gold Coast Run Co) 28:59
2 - Liam Boudin (Gold Coast Run Co) 29:31
3 - Jude Thomas (Ipswich)
29:49
PB (New state Under 20 record set by Jude)
4 - Aidan Hobbs (Intraining)
30:29
PB
Women
1- Olga Firsova (Qld Masters)
2 - Josephine Auer (Uni of Qld)
3 - Caitlin McQuilkin-Bell
(Lace Up Running)
4 - Shiloh Watts (Watts Athletics)
TWILIGHT BAY RUN:
2021 (at Wynnum)

34:20
35:27
36:42
38:09

26th September

Half Marathon
Men
1 - Liam Boudin
2 - Aidan Hobbs
3 - Wayne Spies

1:05:55
1:06:57
1:10:14

Women
1 - Reegan Ellis
2 - Kyoko Miura
3 - Miwa Kolb

1:20:11
1:32:23
1:39:01

10km
Men
1 - Kieren Perkins
2 - John Polson
3 - Gus Gannon

31:07
31:32
32:45

Women
1 - Josephine Auer
2 - Tennille Ellis
3 - Liz Grolimund

34:50
35:25
38:58
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BERLIN MARATHON: 26th September
2021 Berlin Marathon Results: (24,796
runners)
Men:
1 - Guye Adola (Ethiopia)
(PB is 2:03:46)
2 - Bethwel Yegon (Kenya)
PB
3 - Kenenisa Bekele (Ethiopia)
(PB is 2:01:41)
Women:
1 - Gotyton Gebreslase (Ethiopia)
(her debut marathon)
2 - Hiwot Gebrekidan (Ethiopia)
(PB is 2:19:35)
3 - Helen Tola (Ethiopia)
(PB is 2:21:01)

2:05:45
2:06:14
2:06:47

2:20:09
2:21:23
2:23:05

LONDON MARATHON: 3rd October
2021London Marathon Results:
(36,000 runners)
Men:
1 - Sisay Lemma (Ethiopia)
(PB is 2:03:36)
2 - Vincent Kipchumba (Kenya)
PB
3 - Mosinet Geremew (Ethiopia)
(PB is 2:02:55)
Women:
1 - Joyciline Jepkosgei (Kenya)
PB
2 - Degitu Azimeraw (Ethiopia)
PB
3 - Ashete Bekere (Ethiopia)
PB
Best Australians
12 - Sinead Diver
14 - Eloise Wellings
(her debut marathon)

2:04:01
2:04:28
2:04:41

2:17:43
2:17:58
2:18:18

2:27:16
2:29:42

PERTH MARATHON: 17th October 2021
**Jess Trengove runs a marathon PB**
830 runners celebrated the return of
running events in West Australia by
entering in the state’s major marathon.
There was also plenty of interest created
by the comeback to marathon running of
former Olympic marathoner Jess Stenson
(nee Trengove) who has had time off
running to have her first child.

The men’s marathon saw leading Perth
distance runner Nic Harman take the
honours in a time of 2:14:54. Nic missed
his PB set in Japan by 50 seconds and has
represented
Australia
at
the
Commonwealth Half Marathon Champs
back in 2018.nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
Other leading Perth runners Dean Menzies
and Gerard Hill finished second and third
respectively and both recorded PB’s.
In the women’s race, Jessica Stenson
(nee Trengove) celebrated her return to
the marathon with an outstanding run to
record a PB time of 2:25:13. This run
should ensure that she gets selected in the
Australian team for the Birmingham
Commonwealth Games in 2022. She was
the third athlete to cross the finish line with
only the top two men ahead of her.
Men:
1 - Nic Harman (Perth)
(PB is 2:14:04)
2 - Dean Menzies (Perth)
PB
3 - Gerard Hill (Perth)
PB

2:14:54
2:18:43
2:28:34

Women:
1 - Jessica Stenson (nee Trengove) 2:25:13
PB
2 - Astrid Roberts (Perth)
2:50:05
3 - Debbie Donald (New Zealand) 2:52:52
BRIDGE TO BRISBANE: 7th November
2021
Tim Vincent shows his versatility.mmm
Nearly 27,000 runners celebrated the
return of the iconic Bridge to Brisbane race
by competing in either the 10km or 4.5km
events. This was the 25th edition of the
event and attracted the cream of
Queensland distance runners.
10km - The men’s 10km attracted a quality
field with Tim Vincent, Jack Bruce, Louis
McAfee, Liam Boudin and former
Australian 1,500 metre champion/record
holder Ryan Gregson expected to be
amongst the front runners.mmmmmmmm
Certainly the conditions were a little
warmer than normal, being in November
rather than the usual August/September
time slot.mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
The men’s 10km saw training partners

Tim Vincent and Louis McAfee from the
Gold Coast Run Co battle it out at the end
with Tim Vincent gaining the ascendancy to
win in a swift 28:45 from Louis who
crossed 11 seconds in arrears to take
second place. Recent Sunshine Coast Half
Marathon winner Jack Bruce won the battle
for third with Liam Boudin (Wynnum
Twilight Half Marathon winner) fourth,
ahead of Ryan Gregson who had won the
Noosa 5km Bolt the previous week certainly one of the best men’s fields
assembled in Queensland this year.
The win by Tim Vincent capped off a
memorable year for him having won the
Queensland Cross County Championship
(10km) in July and the Queensland 10,000
metre Track Championship in September.
Winning over the 10km distance on Grass,
Track and Road certainly shows that the
variety of sessions that Tim has done with
his coach Jackson Elliott and the other top
runners in his Gold Coast running group,
has prepared him for races on all surfaces.
The ladies race featured an appearance by
Australian
Triathlon
representative
Ashleigh Gentle who was coming off her
win at Noosa Triathlon the previous
Sunday. The race ended up being a battle
up front between University of Queensland
athlete Josephine Auer and Ashleigh with
Josephine edging away at the end to
record a 33:56 effort – a 5 second winning
margin over Ashleigh. Third place went to
Samantha Phillips.
The ladies winner Josephine Auer started
her running on the track back in 2011 and
was competing in events ranging from 200
metres to 800 metres. It is only in the last
few years that she has stepped up to the
longer 5km and 10km events and winning
Bridge to Brisbane in a sub 34 minute time
has set her on the path to even bigger and
better things in the next couple of years.
Men:
1 - Tim Vincent
2 - Louis McAfee
3 - Jack Bruce
6 - Kieren Perkins
BRRC
18 - Peter Bracken
BRRC
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28:45
28:56
29:12
30:21
32:52

20 - Michael Cnops
33:00
BRRC
21 - Derrick Leahy
33:12
BRRC
24 - Robert Godino
33:21
BRRC
Women:
1 - Josephine Auer
33:56
2 - Ashleigh Gentle
34:01
(2021 Noosa Triathlon winner)
3 - Samantha Phillips
35:05
11 - Shiloh Watts
37:41
BRRC
13 - Krishna Stanton
37:51
BRRC
15 - Liz Grolimund
38:12
BRRC
4.5km – One of Queensland’s leading
1500 metre track runners Callum Davies
won a thrilling three way battle over
Lachlan Cook and a runner known to many
BRRC runners, Aidan Hobbs. At 22 years
of age, Callum showed his track speed in
the later stages to forge ahead of his two
main rivals to record a winning time of
12:57 effort. Lachlan was just four seconds
behind with Aidan one second back in third
place. Callum is the current 3000 metres
Queensland track champion having
recorded a 7:59 time back in February.
In the ladies equivalent, 38 year old former
Russian triathlon representative Olga
Firsova showed her younger rivals how
well she is still running with a 14:32 effort.
To her credit, Olga has already chalked up
victories this year in the Queensland
10,000 metres track championship as well
as the 10km at Jetty to Jetty.
Cara Feain-Ryan from the University of
Queensland claimed second whilst 16 year
old Ella Rodwell showed her potential with
an outstanding run for third place.
Men:
1 - Callum Davies
2 - Lachlan Cook
3 - Aidan Hobbs
9 - Harvey Cramb
BRRC
Women:
1 - Olga Firsova
2 - Cara Feain-Ryan
3 - Ella Rodwell

12:57
13:01
13:02
14:07

14:32
14:42
15:38
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QLD 5,000 METRES TRACK
CHAMPIONSHIP: 13th November 2021
The 5,000 metres state title was held as
part of a Queensland Athletics twilight meet
at the home of Queensland Athletics,
QSAC at Nathan. The race was run over
12 and a half laps of the 400 metre track.
Men: Defending 5000 metre title holder
Callum Davies (from University of
Queensland) retained his state title over
the distance after a thrilling battle with
Kieren Perkins and Aidan Hobbs – both
runners well known at BRRC. After winning
the 4.5km Bridge to Brisbane event the
previous weekend, Callum showed his
prowess on the track recording a time of
14:13 for the 12 and half lap journey.
Kieren and Aidan were only two seconds
behind with Kieren just pipping Aidan to
claim second place. A great race with the
top three all recording personal bests on
the night.nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
It was also good to see other BRRC
runners Michael Cnops and Marty Kelly
testing themselves on the track as well
against the best in Queensland. Up and
coming track runner Harvey Cramb (a
regular at BRRC) competed in the Under
20 track title recording a very creditable
15:14.
Women: 22 year old Brielle Erbacher
(16:16) from Toowoomba won the ladies
state title in convincing fashion from recent
Sunshine Coast marathon winner Riine
Ringi with Samantha Phillips third. Brielle
has represented Australia in the 3,000
metres steeplechase at the World Under 20
Athletics Champs in Finland back in 2018.
Riine Ringi has an incredible story of how
she became a runner here in Queensland.
Back in 2012, Riine came to Australia as a
back packer from Estonia. She fell in love
with the Gold Coast and decided to stay. In
2014 she decided to give up the smoking
and wine addiction and start running. 2021
has been a great year for her, winning the
Canberra Marathon in 2:42:26 and then the
Sunshine Coast Marathon in 2:42:37. By
coming second in this 5,000 metre track
race she has certainly shown her versatility
as a runner.

Results – Queensland 5,000 metres
Track Championship
Men
1 - Callum Davies (Uni of Qld)
PB
2 - Kieren Perkins (BERT)
PB
3 - Aidan Hobbs (Intraining)
PB
BRRC times
Michael Cnops
Marty Kelly

14:13.11
14:15.09
14:15.34

15:42.90
16:06.60

**NB Harvey Cramb ran a PB 15:14.95 in
the Under 20 State Title
Women
1 - Brielle Erbacher (Toowoomba)
2 - Riine Ringi (Gold Coast)
3 - Samantha Phillips (Uni of Qld)
BRRC times
5 - Shiloh Watts (Watts Athletics)

16:16
16:28
16:39
18:20

MELBOURNE MARATHON:
12th December 2021
28,000 entries covering various distances
for one of Australia’s best known running
events signalled the return of big city
marathons in Australia after a break due to
COVID restrictions.mmmmmmmmmmmm
Marathon: The men’s race was a battle
between Tokyo Olympian Brett Robinson,
leading Sydney runner Thomas Do Canto
and fellow Sydney resident Edward
Goddard who was making his marathon
debut.
At the 38km mark, the three were still
together but it was Robinson who was able
to lift in the last kilometre to win by eight
seconds from Do Canto with Goddard
running a very creditable marathon debut
to be just 30 seconds behind in third place.
Brett’s winning time was 2:14:32 while
Sydney sports podiatrist Thomas Do Canto
managed a PB with his 2:14:40 time.
The ladies marathon featured three of New
South Wales leading distance runners, Rio
2016 Olympic marathoner Millie Clark, long
time Australian 5,000 and 10,000 metre
track runner Eloise Wellings and Marnie
Ponton.
Marnie Ponton is from the Blue Mountains
area west of Sydney and is starting to rise
up the ranks at 37 years of age. After

missing the Tokyo Olympics, Millie Clark
was back to her best running a PB
Marathon of 2:26:59 to win by over two
minutes from Eloise Wellings and Marnie
Ponton who also showed their liking for the
Melbourne course by recording PB’s.
Both Brett Robinson and Millie Clark
collected $20,000.00 each for their
Melbourne Marathon wins.
Half Marathon: After pulling out of the
Tokyo Olympic Marathon with cramps early
in the race, Jack Rayner and fellow
Victorian David McNeill (an Olympic 5,000
metre runner) staged a thrilling battle at the
end with Jack crossing the finish in 1:02:30
to take the honours by just three seconds
from McNeill. Good news for Queensland’s
in form runner Tim Vincent who finished
third in a personal best time of 1:02:47. Tim
has had an outstanding year winning the
Queensland Cross Country Championship
over 10km, the Queensland 10,000 metres
Track Championship, the Bridge to
Brisbane 10km and a top three finish in
Melbourne behind two recent Tokyo
Olympics representatives. The ladies race
saw another Tokyo Olympian, 5,000 metre
track runner Izzi Batt-Doyle step up to the
longer distance with ease, recording a
winning time of 1:10:15. Leading Canberra
runner Leanne Pompeani was Izzi’s main
competition finishing 24 seconds behind in
second place with well-known Australian
marathoner
Jessica
Stenson
(nee
Trengove) continuing her comeback with a
third placing. Jessica was coming off a
career best 2:25:13 marathon recorded in
Perth back in October.
MELBOURNE MARATHON RESULTS:
Men:
1 - Brett Robinson (Melbourne)
2:14:32
(PB is 2:10:54)
2 - Thomas Do Canto (Sydney)
2:14:40
PB
3 - Edward Goddard (Sydney)
2:15:13
(his debut marathon)
Women:
1 - Millie Clark (Sydney)
2:26:59
PB
2 - Eloise Wellings (Sydney)
2:29:19
PB
3 - Marnie Ponton (West Sydney) 2:31:54
PB
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Half Marathon:
Men:
1 - Jack Rayner (Melbourne)
1:02:30
(PB is 1:01:01)
2 - David McNeill (Melbourne)
1:02:33
PB
3 -Tim Vincent (Brisbane)
1:02:47
PB
Women:
1 - Izzi Batt-Doyle (Adelaide)
1:10:15
(her debut half marathon)
2 - Leanne Pompeani (Canberra) 1:10:39
PB
3 - Jessica Stenson (nee Trengove) 1:12:45
(PB is 1:10:59 - Adelaide)
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MEMBER PROFILE
Name: Kyoko Miura
Age: 51
Favourite Running Partners/Group:
Mo-Runs (A Running Group in Hokkaido,
Japan)
Who is your running idol?:
Naoko Takahashi (Sydney
Female Gold Medallist)

Olympic

Favourite Sportsperson/s:
Nozomi Tanaka (Japanese track & field
middle- & long-distance athlete)
Mariko Yugeta (She holds a World
Marathon Record: sub-3 over 60 years
old)
Erin Carson (Strength Coach)
Mirinda Carfrae, Sarah Crowley (World
Champion Triathletes)
Favourite Shoe Brand: New Balance
(Currently)

Occupation: Research Officer
How and when did you start running?:
In 2014, when some symptoms from the
autoimmune conditions settled down.
Then I felt I had more energy and I wanted
start something new - I decided to start
running.
Most Memorable Running Moments:
My first 50km race - I was lost in
Wangaratta, VIC. I called my husband and
asked which way I needed to go. I was on
the phone with his guidance for a while.
Eventually, I found the correct way, but I
had to run about 5km longer than 50km.

Favourite Food: Sashimi, strawberries
Favourite Drink: Perrier water, soda
water
Favourite Movie: Zoolander
Favourite Music:
Japanese pop, SMAP
Star Sign: Pisces
If you had one wish in life it would be?:
Being healthy!

Favourite Running Distance and PB:
Marathon; 3 Hrs 08 Mins 00 Sec
Running Goals:
Run close to 3 hours for the marathon.
Favourite Runs:
Weekend long runs
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THE LOOOOONG ROAD TO MARATHON
By Adin Hewat & Shona Clayton
Twenty-twenty-one was going to be the
year of the marathon – Shona’s first
official marathon, and Gold Coast was our
pick (I dragged Shona around the humid
streets of Brisbane in the summer of late
last year for her first marathon distance so
I could complete a marathon on my
fortieth birthday, and she obliged. Isn’t she
the best!?)
We maintained some regular running for
the first few months of the year, waking
before the birds to fit in many half
marathons before work. By April, we
would often run the Sunday BRRC events,
and add on a few kms before and/or after.

Late June saw us all thrown into
lockdown, and the Gold Coast marathon
pulled from us all just mere days before
the race. A little COVID ‘outbreak’ in Qld
was no match for our steely determination,
so we pulled on the runners and set out
for a virtual marathon along the Brisbane
River with the dozens of other
disappointed, but determined runners. Still
seeking those finish line feels, we decided
to enter the Sunshine Coast Marathon.
So, we maintained the long runs for a
further six weeks.
On days where I thought Shona needed a
lesson in mental toughness, I’d bring my
5yo son on our long runs. If she could
tolerate 20+km of my groaning pram
pushing, and his questions, commentary,
snack and wee breaks, a marathon would
be easy-peasy.

May saw me fall ‘arse-over-tit’ on a piece
of wire during a long run, and smash my
face and cheek. We toured to the Warwick
Pentathrun and experienced all the chills
and hills.
As race day was approaching, and all the
reminder e-mails were geeing me up,
Shona’s inbox was empty. And it took
some scrambling through bank statements
to discover that with entries closing within
a matter of days, Shona actually hadn’t
entered the event.

Whilst we were dizzy from the prolonged
weeks of long runs, we also decided to
enter the GC50 in November to instead
make 2021 the year of the ultra-marathon.
Whilst there have been wild accusations
made about whether I bullied Shona into
entering this event, let this publication print
the absolute truth: all events were entered
with complete consent!
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In a bout of de ja vu, just as we were
tapering, again, the August lockdown and
restrictions hit. Again. And the Sunshine
Coast marathon was postponed. Our six
weeks of extra training was prolonged a
further eight weeks. It also meant our
winter marathon attempt was now
bordering into summertime temperatures.
So, more long runs we did – over twenty
weeks of them in the end. We’d practically
spent more time running together in the
dark than we’d spent at home with our
husbands.
October rolled around, and with no COVID
cases playing havoc, we were finally going
to make it to the start line.
Due to all the cancelled events, the
Sunshine Coast Marathon had record
participants, and on race day, Alexandra
Headland was filled with excited runners,
the smell of Fisiocrem, the salt of tears of
relief, and the horrendous sight of a halfmarathon-mankini-wearer.
(NOTE:
A
certain B. Menzies mentioned having a
photo that showed ‘the angle of his
dangle’ – neither Shona nor I knew what
she meant!)

going too fast. Caught up in the crowd, the
hype, the excitement. We were running
other people’s races, and not our own. By
8am, the heat was awful. Already we were
witness to multiple marathoners and half
marathoners succumbing to the heat and
being wheeled away by paramedics.
The next 10km saw us move to a walk-run
strategy. The heat played havoc with our
hydration and nutrition. When we made it
to the turnaround point of our third loop,
our support crew ran to fetch us cold
water, cold electrolytes, and cold Coke. I
broke the first rule of race day: ‘never try
anything new on race day’. But the Coke,
it was so refreshing. And carbonated.
Those next 7km was when I struggled. I
struggled with calf tightness. I struggled
with dehydration, and I struggled with fizzy
Coke gut. That was, until I brought it back
up again!
But we soldiered on. Distracting ourselves
with music play lists; chatting about the
horrific conditions with other runners; and
thanking our lucky stars that we weren’t
one of the twenty-four runners we saw
being loaded onto a gurney and into an
ambulance. You know it’s a hot day and
you’re potentially delirious when the sight
of Bruce Smerdon at the 37km mark
feeding you icy cold water and tipping it
over your head is like a wonderful oasis in
the desert.
With all the desire of goal times or PBs out
the window, we concentrated on just
finishing the race in an upright position,
without requiring IV fluids.

At 6am, we were off, and on our way to
marathon glory. Except glory we did not
find. Rather, we had entered the Nine
Circles of Hell. mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
The first 21km saw us floating swiftly
along the pavement. That should have
been our first warning sign – we were

As we stumbled over that glorious finish
line, and Shona was presented with her
finisher’s medal – she was officially a
marathoner now, we were met with the
matter-of-fact advice from our support
crew: “Well done, ladies. With all due
respect, you may wish to consider
downgrading to the 30km event at the
GC50.” Pffft.
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Lucky for us, there’s no 30km event at the GC50 this year, so the ultra-marathon plan was
still in motion. Joke’s on you, support crew!
Despite the massacre that was the Sunshine Coast Marathon, we know we’ll smash the
GC50 and become ultra-marathoners. Just four more weeks of long runs to go…

A glorious post-script:mmmmmmmmmmm

CONGRATULATIONS!
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FIVE GO OFF TO YEPPOON
By Kelley & Helen & Enid
In early 2021, one of BRRC’s quiet
superstars decided to compete in the
Yeppoon Running Festival. He thought he
would like to run the event with some
intelligent company, so he asked four of
his smartest running buddies the question
“do you know where Yeppoon is?” When
they all answered “next to your knife and
fork on the dinner table”, he knew that the
average IQ level of runners at the 2021
Yeppoon Running Festival was going to
take a hit.
And so it came to pass that in April 2021,
five BRRC members - Kelley, Helen,
Betty, Ant and Bruce - travelled to the
Yeppoon Running Festival.
From the
outset, Kelley was intimidated by the
awesome brain power of her travelling
companions and so she thought she
needed to do something to impress them.
And impress them she did, by putting her
phone on the roof of her car before she
drove it out to the airport to catch her flight
up to Rockhampton. On her way to the
airport, lots of people in other cars waved
and pointed at the roof of Kelley’s car, but
she thought they were just being friendly
and waved back. Kelley flew off at great
speed to Rocky and her phone flew off at
a greater speed onto the rocky road, right
under the wheels of an airport express
bus.
Three of the Gang of Five arrived in
Rockhampton on Friday afternoon and
were fortunate enough to be met at the
airport by Helen’s long term friend Jenny,
who is a Yeppoon local, a running fanatic
and a member of the Cap Coast Runners.
Jenny is also a psychiatrist and this was a
plus for Kelley, who needed professional
help to manage the long grieving process
she endured after the tragic death of her
phone.
The shuttle bus between Rockhampton
and Yeppoon is unreliable (and you need

cash), so if you don’t know a Jenny we
recommend sharing an Uber or calling
Ben the Bus Driver on 0458392588. Ben
operates his own shuttle bus. We suggest
phoning him before you leave Brisbane.
He will pick you up from the airport or your
accommodation.
We stayed at Bayview Towers in Yeppoon
mainly because it’s only about 100 metres
from the start line – it’s somewhat dated
but comfortable accommodation. If you
are looking for something more upmarket,
have a look at Oshen Apartments, just up
the street from Bayview Towers.

Ant at the top of the highest hill he could
find in Yeppoon - he then had to run up and
down this hill many times before he could
fit into his race singlet.mmmmmmmmmmm

We ran the Yeppoon parkrun on Saturday
morning and can highly recommend it. It’s
an out and back course along an old
railway line corridor - slightly inclined for
the first half up to the turnaround point and
then mostly downhill for about 2.5km back
to the finish line.
On Saturday afternoon we drove, courtesy
of Bruce and Betty, down the coast to visit
Emu Park, which has stunning ocean
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views and a well-known tourist attraction the Singing Ship.
We were a bit
disappointed that it only knew one song
and it refused to take requests. The park
where the Singing Ship is located used to
be called Telephone Park but Kelley saw
the sign and started to get depressed
about her dead phone so we rearranged
the letters to cheer her up.

Yeppoon Running festival offers a full and
half marathon, a 10k and a 5k. The full
marathon is 4 loops of the 10k course; the
half marathon is 2 loops. The run course is
along Farnborough Road heading north
along the coast from the Yeppoon town
centre and almost up to the Capricorn
Resort. It is relatively flat and conditions
were quite humid but it was a worthwhile
running experience. Helen and Betty and
Bruce ran the 10k and the two masochists
Kelley and Ant ran the half marathon. We
collected our finisher’s medals and then
sat down to regale our running triumphs to
anyone who would listen.
Only two
seagulls showed any interest in us and
after about twenty seconds they flew off in
the direction of someone eating fish &
chips

After being rejected by the seagulls, the
Gang of Five celebrated their run over
brunch with the Cap Coast Runners, a
friendly, welcoming and enthusiastic
group. We came to the conclusion that
seagulls are very picky about who they will
hang out with but runners aren’t so
choosy.
Later in the day we got into full tourist
mode and drove north to Byfield and, at
the request of Bruce and Ant, visited Nob
Creek Pottery. This was undoubtedly the
highlight of the whole trip for Bruce and
Ant – they would still be there looking at
pottery if the owners hadn’t thrown them
out. The name of this establishment is
very appropriate because it is situated
close to a creek and, as can be seen by
the fine examples shown in the
photograph below, the other two
components of its name are well
represented.

Yeppoon is a beautiful place to visit. The
locals are friendly and welcoming, and
complete strangers were easily talked into
taking photos of us. Betty is not included
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in the photo below because she put a
friendly and welcoming stranger into a
headlock to force him to take dozens of
photos of us until he got one right. He
said he was going to call the police so we
left town pretty soon after this photo was
taken.

In a perfect fairy-tale end to our magical
trip to Central Queensland, Helen almost
died of fright when the toy plane she was
flying in on her return flight to Brisbane
experienced turbulence. She was so sure
that she was going to die that she phoned
Kelley to say goodbye but for some
reason Kelley’s phone was not receiving
calls.
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MEMBER PROFILE
Name: Deborah Marshall

Run a marathon that’s not virtual (just
one)
Run in all the BRRC championship events
to obtain the famed towel!
Favourite Runs:
Gold Coast 10k
Brisbane Marathon Festival
BRRC runs
Parkrun
Favourite Running Partners/Group:
River City Runners, Pat Carroll Running
Group, BRRC

Age: 51
Occupation: Communications Manager
How and when did you start running?: I
began running in my 20s to try and
overcome exercise-induced asthma. This
was a successful experiment and I
meandered along by myself for many
years. But it was when I joined River City
Runners in 2012 that I really began to
learn about running technique and
experience its many forms. Running with
others
has
been
humbling
and
transformative
but
also
fun
and
exhilarating.

Who is your running idol?:
I don’t really have any ‘idols’ but very
much admire Joan Benoit and Benita
Willis.
Favourite Sportsperson/s:
Riley Day
Ash Barty
Roger Federer
Sam Kerr
Cate and Bronte Campbell
Favourite Shoe Brand: Nike for speed
Saucony for trail
Favourite Food: Sashimi
Favourite Drink: Pinot noir

Most Memorable Running Moments:
Achieving a park run PB in 2014 and not
realising then that I’d peaked…

Favourite Movie: There are so many it’s
hard to pick one – Breakfast Club, Alien

Running my first Gold Coast marathon
virtually this year.

Favourite Music: Jazz and electronic
dance

Favourite Running Distance and PB:

Star Sign: Aquarius

5k - 22.08

If you had one wish in life it would be?:

Running Goals:
Beat my 5k PB
Run 10k in under 45 mins
Participate in more track events
Participate in more cross-country events

For the world – freedom from poverty,
health and happiness for all people
For myself – to have the super power of
teleportation
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SUNSHINE COAST DEBUT MARATHON, October 10th 2021
By Kieren Perkins
I was lucky enough to compete in the
2021 Sunshine Coast Marathon after a
year of events being postponed or
cancelled, which greatly affected the
global running community. The past
year in Queensland alone saw a lot of
cancellations happen within days of
the scheduled event due to COVID 19
outbreaks. It was hard to watch friends
and fellow competitors who had put so
much into their training for their
upcoming races, only to find out they
wouldn’t be competing. I particularly
felt for those who had trained for
marathons, which already requires so
much dedication and commitment due
to the gruelling nature of marathon
training, only to have to push their
goals back once more. I decided 9
weeks before the Sunshine Coast race
to give the marathon a go, as I had
initially been selected to race in the
Queensland team in the half marathon
event.
Race day arrived and I could feel a
certain buzz in the air, with a lot of
excitement and anticipation from
runners who were eagerly waiting to
start their race. This was to be
expected after months of hard work
and high hopes for the event to take
place.
Here is a glimpse at my perspective on
the race, my first official marathon and
one I won’t forget.
I was not entirely sure what to expect
from the race itself but I knew once I
was in the starting area that fellow
BRRC members, Wayne Spies and
Isaias Beyn, were going to be my
strongest competition. At 6am the gun
went off and we made our way over
the Alexandra Headland down towards
our first turning point. The pace in our
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lead men’s group was quite modest to
begin with, as we cracked a few smiles
and exchanged some chit-chat. After
making our way around the first turn at
Mooloolaba, I remember looking over
at Wayne and seeing him greet fellow
runners with a smile and saying “hello”
while making 3:20’ pace look like a
cruisy Sunday morning jog to the rest
of us.

Wayne Spies, Kieren Perkins

The atmosphere on course was
extremely positive and energetic. I lost
count of how many spectators and
runners along the course made the
effort to throw some encouragement
my way, while they too were running
their own race. I believe that the
comradery
between
runners
is
something special that you don’t often
see in many other sports. This was
evident to me during the race. As we
made our way through the first 10km
mark, our lead men’s pack seemed to
be on auto pilot and ticking over the
kilometres at a consistent pace. The
next 10km was also very comfortable
and I was right on my ideal pace. I still
felt that I had some speed in my legs
and could have pushed harder if
someone was to pick the pace up.
However, at the 20km point, the sun
was shining bright and there was no
escaping the thought of how the heat

would affect your race effort. mmmmm
After we passed the 20km mark, Isaias
and I began to break away from the
rest of the group and ran a 16:25min
5km. At this point, I felt good running
at a quicker pace and as we made our
way along past the crowds, the pace
going into our last two laps gave me a
nice little hit of adrenaline. However,
now on reflection, it was too ambitious
of me to be running at that pace
considering my preparation in the lead
up to the race and having never raced

Kieren Perkins, Ben Maccronan, Isaias Beyn
further than a half marathon before.
This started to become apparent at the
30km mark when I started to feel the
onset of fatigue come into my legs.
This meant that Isaias was pushing on
at a solid pace and I was slowing down
to try to prolong the time before the
inevitable blow-up. At this point, I was
a clear second place, but I did my best
to maintain the gap we held over the
group chasing us. Wayne was hot on
my heels and was closing the gap,
running a tactically brilliant race which
resulted in a big PB for him. I could
feel myself mentally fading and losing
concentration on hitting my ideal splits.

We were now coming towards the end
of the race and things were really
starting to get tough. The nutrition I
was taking on was getting harder for
my stomach to process and I could
only manage small amounts of water.
As I ran through the turnaround point
to start the last lap of the course, I
tucked in behind Wayne as he went
past me however I quickly realised he
wasn’t going to give me a free tow. He
added a nice sharp surge onto the
pace to try and drop me, which was
something I usually try and do to other
runners when I’m racing, although this
time I was on the receiving end. I
managed to hang on until several kms
to go, then finally my legs started to
succumb to fatigue, and I hit that
infamous “wall”. I knew I was now
deep in survival mode and my goal
became to just make it to the finish line
without my legs giving out on me. I
could feel myself getting dizzy and was
pushing hard just to finish the race.
I averaged 3.53’ pace for my last 5
kms, which was a long way from my
ideal pace however I was proud of my
efforts. I managed to run a time of
2:28:45 for the race – my first official
marathon and I came away with a
newfound respect for the marathon
event itself.

Although I have run a marathon
distance before, while overseas on
deployment in Iraq, the Sunshine
Coast Marathon was my first official
one. Overall, the experience left me
with the confidence to know I have a
lot of room for improvement over that
distance and considering the heat and
race day conditions, it was not a bad
effort I thought. Most of the other
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runners I spoke to on the day didn’t
manage to get their PB’s due to the
harsh conditions but we were all just
happy to be racing together again.
Thank you to everyone who yelled out
words of encouragement during the
race - it’s something that we as
competitors really appreciate. I wish
everyone the best of luck and a
successful 2022, whatever your
running endeavours may be.
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2021 CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
BRRC Club Champions

Overall Club Champions

Female Club Champion, Liz Grolimund

Male Club Champion, Isaias Beyn

Age Group Champions
Age Category
0 - 19
25 - 29
30 - 34
35 - 39
40 - 44
45 - 49
50 - 54
55 - 59
60 - 64
65 - 69
70 - 74

FEMALE

Name
Stephanie Lawrence
Emilie Croisier
Hanne Schoofs
Kate Cecil
Liz Grolimund
Kerri Hodge
Clare Mitchell
Susan Thornton
Betty Wedding
Katherine Moore
Irene Davey

Age Category
0 - 19
20 - 24
25 - 29
30 - 34
35 - 39
40 - 44
45 - 49
50 - 54
55 - 59
60 - 64
65 - 69
70 - 74
75 - 79
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MALE

Name
Samuel Stenson
Jonathon Daley
Christopher Dixon
Isaias Beyn
Nick Cotterill
Marty Kelly
Hamish Bell
Robert Godino
Neil Bath
Rene Croisier
Ron Peters
John Sheer
Ron Vines

Congratulations to the 112 members who completed all seven championship events in 2021 and earned
the fabled Brisbane Road Runners Club towel. In their honour, the following “Salute To The
Commitments” was read out during the presentation ceremony at the Club’s end of year Dash & Splash
event held at the Yeronga on the 19th December.

SALUTE TO THE COMMITMENTS
2020 was the year that COVID struck and ran amok
When chicken heartened runners were heard to say “no towel for me this year, I’m
plucked”
But then you might remember that in December, 79 Commitments had held their nerve
And got the towel that they deserved
r
So what then of 2021?
Would another year of COVID end this towel fueled fun?
Hoarding toilet paper might be a strange affliction
But does COVID leave you with a towel addiction?
And so once more in January this weird collection of humanity
Lined up to run the five mile champs, 352 thus committed to insanity
True colors were on show and most finished all aglow
Not so poor Shane Rainbow, his face was that of an albino
Next came the15k in March and the weak began to falter
209 Commitments come through looking fine, dreams of fluffy towels unaltered
But there was one man within that band whose waistline once did expand
He used to be a fast food fan, but John White Hwang devised a 24/7 running plan
These days he’s deflated but much more elated, now that he’s no longer humungo-man
Come May the towlies once more convened in numbers quite obscene
They’re in fine fettle but the half marathon champs will them unsettle
Only 156 Commitments survived that day upon their mettle
Irene Davey still alive to my surprise, such a delicate little petal
The 10k champs arrived in June and most presumed
That all Commitments would be finished by high noon
But there were some who thought it fun to disobey no-standing signs
ERNIES such as KJ, Pam & Gina rode together on a Lime, so as to make it
back before the cut-off time
143 Commitments now anticipate the 20k on August 8
But what’s this – COVID starts to percolate and none can congregate
It’s curtains for the 20k but not one Commitment does complain
Least of all the Croisiers who toss away their water and get stuck into champagne
Down Riverside Drive ran 143 Commitments in the 10 miler just last September
That day forever in my brain as one not to remember
At championship events all year I’d sledged Facebook Trace and her walking mate
How gleefully I chortled when they’d always rise to take the bait
But shock horror, unlike me, it was to be those two who ticked off 10 miles on that day
And no towel for encouragement this year is the price that I must pay
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And so the 5k champs came at last in November
All pretenders to a towel had by then surrendered
There were young and old and if you please
My goodness me, there was still 117 towel wanna-bees
Off they ran in the final test of survival
Several BERTs were early finish line arrivals
But sadly there was one who came undone trying to beat his age
group rivals
For ancient Adrian it was to be a bridge too far
Now all that’s left for this faded star is to be the Club Registrar
And then it’s done and 95 kilometres have been run
112 Commitments are in clover because it’s all over
They’ve earned their towel and let there be no misunderstanding
We salute them, because there’re the last ones standing
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2021 COMMITMENTS
FEMALE

MALE

Bradberry, Belinda

Adams, Grahame

Joyce, Jasper

Cantwell, Karen

Allen, Matt

Kelly, Marty

Cecil, Kate

Bath, Neil

Kingston, David

Church, Joanne

Bell, Hamish

Kleinschmidt, Nigel

Croisier, Emilie

Best, David

Knight, Paul

de la Cruz, Gina

Black, Roger

Larkin, Rick

Ehlers, Catherine

Bone, Anthony

Law, Rodney

Fergusson, Lynette

Bromley, Allen

Leishman, Adam

Grolimund, Liz

Brooker, Simon

Leslie, Cameron

Hall, Julie

Bryson, Greg

Marrington, Andy

Howell, Tegwen

Buttner, John

Meyer, Andreas

Hurdley, Abi

Campbell, Greg

Miller, Bob

Jackman, Katherine

Cantwell, John

Neil, Geoff

Lawrence, Stephanie

Cash, Mart

Paetz, Jurgen

Maney, Kath

Chow, Colin

Page, Garry

Mann, Eimear

Clarke2, Peter

Peacock, Alan

Massy, Kim

Cnops, Michael

Pinel, Sebastian

McCall, Kelly

Condylis, Peter

Poulton, Anthony

Mitchell, Clare

Cox, Jason

Rainbow, Shane

Neil, Virginia

Cramb, Peter

Raud, Jean-Luc

Peacock, Ruth

Crilly, Ray

Ripper, Ruben

Peldan, Pam

Croisier, Rene

Royce, Adrian

Pinel, Pamela

Crouch, Craig

Ryan, Brand

Ridley Hanna, Helen

Davis, Matthew

Sainsbury, Bob

Schoofs, Hanne

Dighton, Aaron

Sawyer, Jonathan

Steindl, Michelle

Donegan, Tony

Shi, Youwang

Taaffe, Kelley

Firmeza, Washington

Smith, Anthony

Thornton, Susan

Godino, Robert

Smith, Nick

Todd, Belinda

Graf, Antony

Smitheram, David

Toy, Kay

Harbers, Craig

Stenson, Matthew

Twidle, Sarah

Hartley, David

Stirling, Martin

Vietheer, Kate

Henderson, Dan

Strout, Philip

Wedding, Betty

Hewish, Paul

Towner, William

Weekes, Heidi

Hutchins, Ant

Vines, Ron

Wiersma, Karen

Hwang, John White

Walmsley, Stephen

Wood, Tracey

Jackson, Matthew

Wightman, Andrei

Zhang, Li Jun

Joyce, David

Wise, Stuart

O'Brien, Nicola*

Riethmuller, Peter*

Woolley, Jeremy

*Volunteered for every championship race
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MEMBER PROFILE
Name: Karen Cantwell
hoping to continue the trend of running a
few half marathons each year.
Favourite Runs: If you can call a fun run
‘fun’ then I guess running the half
marathon at Noosa is pretty much as
close to ‘fun’ as you can get.

Age:

Favourite Running Partners/Group: In
Victoria I had two very close running
buddies. My husband John and a good
friend Andrew but since coming to live in
Queensland I just happened to buy a
house next door to some people called
Pam and Mike Peldan. Yes that’s right
“The Peldans” so they introduced me to
the wonderful world of Parkrun and BRRC
and all the kind and friendly people
associated with both groups. Running
buddies is not quite the right term as they
are all run so much faster than me but
they are always there for me at the end of
run for some good company and some
laughs.

60

Occupation: Teacher
How and when did you start running?:
About 8 years ago. My husband who is a
keen runner convinced me to run the
Melbourne half when I was 52.
Most Memorable Running Moments:
Attempting to run along the foreshore of
the Mornington Peninsula in Victoria in
winter time when the wind is almost
blowing you backward and then it starts to
hail – oh what fun!!!! What was I thinking going out for a run then?
Favourite Running Distance and PB: It
has only been in the last 5 years that I
have been introduced to Parkrun and I
love the community feel of this and the
friends you make along the way so I would
have to say 5km and the fastest I have run
this is 26.50 (which I did this year)
Running Goals: To continue to run for as
long as I can and for as far as I can. I am
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Who is your running idol?: My dad. He
was asked to train for the Melbourne
Olympic games with a focus on the longer
running events, (unfortunately life got in
the way and he didn’t quite make it
though) but he always encourages me to
keep running.
Favourite Sportsperson/s: I have always
been a bit of a basketball fan and so I
would say Andrew Gaze would have to be
the one. He is about the same vintage as
me and was one of the first Australians to
play basketball in the States. He has
always been a strong ambassador for
basketball and sport in general and is just
a genuine nice guy.
Favourite Shoe Brand: It used to be
Asics as they were basically the only
decent running shoe around but now there
are so many different brands and types

that I would like to try them all before I
stated what my favourite was.
Favourite Food: Any food, except for
food that has eyes, (potatoes are the
exception of course) as I am a vegetarian.
However, in saying this how can you beat
some chocolate after a long day at work or
after a long run?
Favourite Drink: That would have to be a
lovely long glass of gin and tonic with the
appropriate garnish added, on a Friday
afternoon.
Favourite Movie: Shrek 1 and 2 – they
are fun, musicals and have a good
underlying message and when your kids
have watched them thousands of time you
can also sing along with the songs.

Favourite Music: When you are a
teenager in the 70’s with bands like
ACDC, good old rock and roll would have
to be up there as one of the favourites but
then again I also like the mellow James
Taylor and Carole King as well.
Star Sign: Virgo
If you had one wish in life it would be?:
To travel the oceans and the world in my
own little sailing boat and to pull into all
those idyllic Islands to wile away the hours
and days. It all sounds wonderfully
romantic until you see me hanging over
the edge of the boat, looking very green.
Plus the thought of being out in a big
storm with waves crashing over the boat
and looking up to see a mountain of water
in front of me terrifies the living daylights
out of me.
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MY EXPERIENCE AS A NOVICE ASSISTANT RACE DIRECTOR
By Karen Spencer
For those of you who don't know me my
name is Karen Spencer and I am a newbie
to long distance running. I am a proud
member of InTraining Running Club
(Indooroopilly Group aka the Superior
Group) and also Running Mums Australia
and you will often see me having a punt
each way by wearing gear from both clubs.
I have only become consistent in my
running in the past 2 years and 2021 was
the year I set some lofty goals. My training
plan included doing everything I was told
by Margot Manning (running coach,
podiatrist and founder of InTraining
Running Centre) which included joining
BRRC so I could practice racing prior to my
debut marathon. I only joined in June 2021
so really didn't know any of the other
runners and was yet to have the pleasure
of meeting the famous (or should I say
'infamous') Betty Menzies.
As I attended more BRRC events I
gradually started to learn who all the
regulars were and which names went with
which faces at all the events and loved
getting to know people and hear all about
their running journeys. But the event that
allowed me to finally meet and interact with
the elite inner circle of the BRRC hierarchy
was the 5k Champs on November 14th
2021.
A few weeks prior to this I was honoured to
receive an email from Adrian Royce
(volunteer co-ordinator) advising me that I
was the ‘chosen one’ to assist the race
director. Only a select few are worthy
enough to wear the hi-vis & wield the
clipboard and now I would be among
nobility. On the day I met with the race
director (Peter Muller) to be briefed on my
duties which included supplying limitless
coffee to the race director and recording all
of the place-getters for each gender. I
asked how accurate my recording skills
needed to be and Peter advised my that if I
could convince him I was right then that
would be good enough for him. Excellent these were my kind of rules.

a timing mat was hiding all the results in
the cloud and threatening to derail the
whole event. Luckily I was able to act fast
and find where Betty was hiding all the
good pens. Before I could blink the winners
were charging through and I recorded the
results like a pro.
It was clear that I was the ‘Volunteer of The
Day’ (Betty's words not mine) and so was
awarded a biscuit and a photo with Robert
Godino (unfortunately with his shirt on).

Regrettably, I also experienced the down
side of being the assistant to the race
director and discovered that with great
power comes great responsibility. I took no
pleasure in enforcing the rules (that I had
invented minutes earlier) and as a result
had to disqualifying two competitors for
egregious violations.

There were some difficult conditions I had
to contend with - a pen that didn’t work and
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Philip Teakle was initially disqualified for a
clothing violation for having non-visible
socks. But on later analysis of the race pics
it was clear that he changed shoes after
the race. What was he hiding in those race
shoes? Springs? A jet propulsion system?
Further investigations are pending and a
detailed report will follow.

performance enhancing substances into
the bananas. You really think you know a
person, but when pottery and towels are on
the line even the most trustworthy people
can perform unspeakable acts.
Then to compound the disappointment
Betty attempted to bribe a race official by
forcing me to eat one of her 'enhanced'
bananas.
Despite the challenges I faced on this day,
I thoroughly enjoyed my first volunteer role
with BRRC and met so many members
who I now enjoy chatting with every
fortnight. I also had the privilege of seeing
the elite place-getters finishing in recordbreaking times which is something I would
never see being a middle of the pack
runner.
I feel more enriched and connected to the
BRRC family after my volunteer experience
and cannot wait until the next time!

Betty Menzies was disqualified for banana
tampering after she was found injecting

Over and out,
Karen Spencer
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MEMBER PROFILE
Name: Kate Cecil
Age: 38 years
I am continually inspired by everyone
around me.
Favourite Running Distance and PB:
At the moment it would be the short and
sharp 5km and my PB is 19:45.
I would love to get to a point in my running
where a half marathon is my favourite
distance. One day!
Running Goals:
I would love to be able to run a sub 20,
5km consistently! That’s THE goal for
2022.
I would love to be more comfortable
running longer distances as well and
hopefully a marathon is on the cards in the
future.
I would love to be able to
participate in the London or New York
marathon one day!
Favourite Runs:
I really enjoy running along the Brisbane
River. It’s always so great to see so many
people getting out for a run or a walk
along the river.

Occupation: Event Manager
How and when did you start running?:
Like many others I took up running during
the first Covid lockdown in March 2020
when my Crossfit gym shut! (Yes I had to
throw it in there that I do Crossfit!)
I started running a couple times a week
before work and quickly became hooked!
As soon as everything started opening
back up I was looking into running groups
and fun runs I could be part of.
Most Memorable Running Moments:
Completing all the BRRC championship
events this year to earn the coveted towel!
It’s been amazing to participate in all of
these events and challenge myself
physically and mentally. It has been so
wonderful being part of the BRRC
community this year and to watch
everyone push themselves and others and
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Favourite Running Partners/Group:
BRRC!
It’s such a great vibe and
definitely one of the only things that gets
me out of bed that early on a Sunday!
I also run with New Farm Intraining group,
they’re a great group to train with!
Who is your running idol?:
I think Sinead Diver is just incredible.
Having started professional running later
than most, what she has achieved is so
inspiring.
Favourite Sportsperson/s:
I love my cricket, so Steve Smith is one of
my favourites!
Tia-Clair Toomey, the Fittest woman on
Earth, is an incredibly inspiring Australian
woman.

Favourite Shoe Brand:
I have a closet full of Nikes, I am starting
to branch out to Asics!
Favourite Food:
All food! But you can’t go past trawler
fresh seafood!
Favourite Drink:
I drink about 5 pints of peppermint tea a
day. Even in summer!

Favourite Music:
I go through phases of what I listen to. At
the moment I am really digging 80s Aussie
Rock Classics!
Star Sign: Libra
If you had one wish in life it would be?:
For there to be no human suffering.

Favourite Movie:
The Hangover 1-3 (Don’t ask me to pick
one!)
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40 HALF MARATHONS IN ONE YEAR
By Garry Page
2021 was 20 years since my first half
marathon – I was keen to commit to
running goals to celebrate.

Very hard to run so many virtual runs – got
better with covering off on water supply
though – especially on hot and humid days.

So my new year’s resolution for 2021 was
to run more half marathons than ever
before and also to run all BRRC Club
Championship runs – I had run 13 half
marathons in a year previously on two
separate occasions.

Also managed to run in the cross country
running championships – so 2021 entailed
for me, 40 half marathons, 6 BRRC Club
Championship runs, 8 Run Australia Hard
Yakka runs, the City to Surf and the cross
country running championships – adds up
to 56 timed and registered runs – how did
you go?

Goal set – how did it go?
Well, started slow with 1 half in Jan, 2 in
Feb and 1 in March – did the BRRC Club
Champs, and ran the eight runs in the ‘Run
Australia Hard Yakka’ event. I also ran later
in the year virtually in the world’s largest
fun run – the city to surf.

So if you want a new year’s resolution to
match – set the target either 20 years from
your first half or full, or wait till your 63rd
year on this planet like I did to have an
interesting challenge.

Starting in March I completed a string of 7
weeks in a row of half marathons, then
starting in May - 8 weeks in a row, picked
up the pace from early August and
completed 20 weeks in a row of half
marathons. Just for good measure I
reached my shortest time between half
marathons – completing one on a Friday
and another on a Sunday. Probably not
enough recovery time, however I did have
new shoes I wanted to try for the second
run.
So you can probably work out that I met my
goal – only due to the amount and choice
of virtual runs available, the previous 13
half marathons completed in two different
years were all live runs.
This year only 10 runs were live and I
completed 30 virtual half marathons – from
London, to Sydney, France, Mexico,mmm
Ireland, Perth, Canberra, Indigenous
Marathon Foundation etc etc.
I have now completed 157 half marathons
– including the 40 in 2021, interestingly the
first 40 half marathons took 11 years to
complete, with the first three years only one
each year, so 40 this year was not too bad.

Garry with grandkids and memorable medal
haul

You will have to wait to see if I beat the 40
half marathons this year. However I am
currently thinking of a lower number of
runs, only running in live events with other
runners and hopefully running a tad faster
this year.
And yes there was some bling – with 30 or
so medals that my grandkids enjoy playing
with – benefits everywhere.
Just goes to show the value of running new
year resolutions and goals.
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